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The variational approximation to the thermal properties 
of a quantum-mechanical system proposed.by Giachetti and Tognetti 
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' 9 1 2 ( 1 9 8 5 ) ; P h y s . R e V . B 33, 7647(1986)], 
a n d b Y F e y n m a n a n d
 Kleinert [Phys. Rev. A 34, 5080(1986)] is 
taken as the starting point, and a systematic perturbation series 
is developed for both the free energy and the particle 
distribution function. Generalizations of the usual Feynman 
propagator appear naturally in the formalism. The anharmonic 
oscillator and the symmetric double-well potential are treated as 
examples; the second-order corrections to the free energy, 
internal energy and specific heat and the first-order corrections 
to the particle distribution function are evaluated explicitly 
and shown to lead to significant improvements over the 
variational solutions. Furthermore, the quartic-cubic anharmonic 
oscillator has also been studied. Calculation of the 
second-order correction to the free energy for this case shows 
similar improvements oyer he variational solution and, for the 
case of negative cubic anharmonicity, the temperature dependence 
of the particle distribution function is found to be consistent 
with the intuitive physical picture of thermally activated 
barrier crossing. Finally/ the zeroth—order approximations to 
the free energy and specific heat per unit length of he 
one-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau model with a real order parameter 
have also been evaluated. 
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The calculation of the thermal properties of a 
quantum-mechanical system is one of the important topics in 
statistical mechanics. Since exact solutions are rare, we often 
have to resort to approximations for those system that cannot be 
solved exactly. In order to study the accuracy of various 
approximation methods, we can try to apply these methods to some 
simple systems whose numerical solutions can be readily 
available. In this regard, the quartic anharmonic oscillator is 
usually used as an example. This model is of interest in atomic 
and molecular physics, and also in quantum field theory. Bender 
and Wu [1] have thoroughly investigated the standard perturbative 
approximations to this system. It was found that the 
perturbative series for the ground state energy is divergent for 
any value of the coupling constant; therefore, a non-perturbative 
treatment is desirable. Recently, Giachetti and Tognetti [2], as 
well as Feynman and Kleinert [3], proposed a new variational 
method for the study of the thermal properties of a quantum 
system, and the latter authors have considered the quartic 
anharmonic oscillator as an example. This variational method, 
using the concept of path integrals, has now been applied to many 
systems, such as the quartic anharmonic oscillator [3,4], the 
symmetric double-well potential [3,4], the coulomb potential [5], 
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the harmonic plus a delta-potential [6], the superconducting 
arrays [7], the quantum chain with nearest neighbour anharmonic 
interactions [8] and others [9], and is reasonably accurate for 
evaluating he free energy and the particle distribution function 
for a wide range of parameters and inverse temperature /3. In 
view of the general success of this new variational method, it is 
useful to investigate the possibility of further improvement on 
the variational results. In this thesis, we shall develop 
systematic perturbative corrections to both the free energy and 
the particle distribution function based on his variational 
method. In our approach, the variational approximation is taken 
as he zeroth order term in the perturbation series. since the 
variational approximation is reasonably accurate, it is hopeful 
to obtain substantial improvements by including perturbative 
corrections to the variational results. 
In addition to the quartic anharmonic oscillator, we 
have also applied this variation-perturbation method to the 
symmetric double-well potential and the quartic-cubic anharmonic 
potential. With appropriate choice of the parameters, the last 
two models exhibit tunneling effects which are of physical 
interest: We have calculated the perturbative corrections to the 
variational approximations for the free energy and the particle 
distribution function of the above three models up to second 
order and first order respectively. In all the cases studied, 
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the perturbative corrections to the free energy lead to 
significant improvements over the variational solutions. 
Calculations for the internal energy, the specific heat and the 
particle distribution function of the first two models also show 
similar improvements. For the quartic-cubic anharmonic 
potential, we study the interpretation of the approximate 
solutions for the particle distribution function and find that 
the results are consistent with the intuitive physical reasoning 
based on the thermally activated barrier crossing. 
As the last application, we have calculated the zeroth 
order approximations of the free energy and the specific heat per 
unit length of the one-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau model. This 
model plays an important role in the'study of critical phenomena. 
Finally, two features of our variational perturbative 
scheme are worth pointing out at the outset. Firstly, it turns 
out that the first order correction to the free energy is zero; 
the detailed derivation is given in Appendix III. Secondly, 
while the usual perturbation theory is built around the Feynman 
propagator AF(T-T: this propagator is generalized to a modified 
Feynman propagator A(r-T:f) in our systematic perturbation scheme. 
This generalization appears naturally in the formalism presented 





.1 Path- ntegral Approach to Quantum Mechanics [10] 
The concept of path integration originated from the 
attempt of generalizing the integral calculus to functionals. 
Early in this century, Volterra [11] began his work on functional 
calculus. His approach is to replace the functional, which 
involves infinitely many variables, by a function of a finite 
number (N) of variables. All calculations will be performed with 
this function and the ultimate results are obtained by taking the 
limit of N tending to infinity. This approach is appropriate for 
physical applications due to the coarse-grained nature of 
experimental observations. No one can determine the exact 
functional describing the system under investigation; the 
experimental data only provide a discrete approximation to it in 
the form of a function with a finite (and possible large) number 
of variables. Therefore, Volterra's approach is a useful 
procedure to formulate physical theory whose aims are to describe 
coarse-grained observations. 
Further developments were made by Wiener [12]• He 
successfully introduced a measure in function space so that an 
integral of a functional over a space of functions can be 
defined. This integral is known as Wiener Integral and is very 
important for the development of path integrals. • 
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However, the application of path integrals to 
theoretical physics was initiated by a paper by Dirac [13,14] on 
the relationship between the classical action and quantum 
mechanics. Inspired by Dirac's works, Feynman [15] introduced 
another formulation of quantum mechanics in which the propagator 
of Schroedinger equation is represented by a complex-valued path 
integral, known as the Feynman Path Integral: 
Although this path integral approach is mathematically 
equivalent to Sch^oedinger,s wave mechanics and Heisenberg's 
matrix mechanics, these approaches differ in their descriptions 
for he evolution of the state of a system. In the last two 
formulations, the evolution of the state is governed by a 
differervtial equation, the Schroedinger equation, and the present 
state can be specified with the knowledge of the state at some 
earlier time. However, in the path integral approach, a system 
can evolve from one state to another state through every possible 
• 
path. Each path is weighted with an exponential function of -
h 
imes the ac ion of taking this path. The probability amplitude 
for the transition is determined by summing such exponential 
function for each possible path connecting the initial and final 
states. 
In the following, the path integral representation of 
the propagator for a particular case and its relation to the 
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Schroedinger and Heisenberg representations will be discussed. 
For a particle with Hamiltonian 
A' A 
A A ^ 2 A 
H(P,X) = - ^ - + (2.1.1) 
2 m 
the propagator u(
 f / t f b e t w e e n space-time point t.) 
and (x can be defined as 
u(x f /t f;x. /t i) ^ <2 f|e ft (2.1.2) 
where | >, | x f > are position eigenstates. Now, the time 
interval (t f-t i) is divided into M equal steps e = (tf-ti)/M and 
the nth space—time point is denoted as (
 n,t n) with =t.+n*e f 
0 M, t^ = t. and t^ = t.. 
o l M f 
Using he completeness of the position eigenstates, we 
can write 
i 
u(x f ,tf ;x i /t i) = <x f |e | > 
• = <^ flt e/ 1 J 
i " 
r v — -reH 
=
 d x l . . . d x M - l < x f le -1> 
1 " 1 " 
. -rcH ~ e H 
...<x2|e n l ^ x ^ l e h 
f H-l \ M 1 
—-CH 
= ; : d^, n |e h I > 
v
 j=i , n=i n1 1 n-1 
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(2 • 1 © 3 
where |xQ> ^ and = | f > . 
The set of points { ^ , • • • • } defines a 
trajectory with starting point t(t ±) = and end point t ) = 
For small c, we have ttie following factorization which 
is correct up to order e• 
A 
i i ^ 2 . A 
reH rc— -cVTx^ h
 h 2m (2.1.4). 
e s e * e 
A 
i a i 2 i 4 
••
 < x n l e I W < x n l e * e I x n^ 1> 
A 
• ^ 2 . A 
_ — — £ .I S V f X) 
= K <-nlPn><^nle " ^ * “ 
A 
i • -> 2 
--cV(xn-i)
 r - re-?-
I :, = e h H v ^ J ^ ^ n l e ‘ ‘ 
• — . ... . . A 
where |pn> is an eigenstate of the momentum operator p. 
^pn-x 
Since <x p > = 
1
 ^ n 
(27Th)3/2 
and using the Fresnel Integral formula/ 
11 
p ‘ 2 / TT~ 
J / i*a , 
we finally have 
-eH 3 / 2 r itw3Li-3ln-i 2 „
 n 
<t |e h I > - f _ 1 * 2 ( ) - V(l-i)] 
xnl e 1 n-1 ‘“ * e e 
2nh 
(2.1.5) 
Hence, in the limit lim Me = t^ - t. 
2 5 S f ‘ 
— — r f tf) ^  ^ s ^ ( t ) ] 
u ( x f / t f = D[x(t)] e n 
J 
(X ,t ) 1
 i ( 2 . 1 . 6 ) 
* 
(x t ) 
r f» f v
 r H- 1 ( N 3/2 
w h e r e
 D t ) ] -
 Mlim J Tl- _ 2 _ d ^ 




and S[^(t)] ^ J dt f ( _ V ( 1 (2.1.8) 
t. -l 
Hence, the propagator between ( and (
 f,t f) is 
the sum, over all paths beginning and ending at these two points, 
of the exponential of ^ times the action along the path. 
The propagator u(x f,t f t can also be expressed in 




— t i ) H ^ 
n 
(2.1.9) 
where \ipn> is the nth energy eigenstate of H so that 
1
 n n • 
Hence, equation (2.1.9) becomes 
v ^ ( t f - t i ) E n 
E <xf > e h 
n 
^ " ( t f - t i ) En * 
= 2 e ( i) (2.1.10) 
n ^ 
Thus, if u(x f ,t f / ‘ can be evaluated, the 
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of H can be identified by 
— - r ( t f - t i ) En 
expanding the propagator into a series of e • 






 Path Integral Approach to Statistical Mechanics 
In equilibrium statistical mechanics, the fundamental 
function for describing a system is the partition function Z from 
which the thermal properties of the system can be derived. 
Suppose that the Hamiltonian of a system is H. Z is defined as 
z = E e ' (2.2.1), 
n 
1 
where — a n d En is the nth energy eigenvalue of H. 
kT “ 
For simplicity, we shall consider a system with H given 
in (2.1.1). If |^n> is the nth eigenfunction of H, then 
A 
Z n n | e - n > 
n 
A, 
= E J 
n 
A 
=E J dx <x 1 ( 2 . 2 . 2 ) . 
n 




I I I = I, the identity operator. 
n 
Equation (2.2.2) then becomes 
A 
Z = J d <5l|e- (2.2.3) 
Comparing (2 V2.3 ) with the propagator in section 2,1, 
^ ^ a — ^ (tf-ti)H 




<x|e"^H|5i> = ud-i/3h; ,0) (2.2.4). 
Substituting the path integral representation of 
u ( -i o), the partition function can also be expressed in 
path-integral form: 
— . -i^ fi 2 
r r( -i3fi) ^ j dt [ ( ¾ ) - vrs^)] 
z = dx D[x(t)] e h 0 2 d t ) J 
J(x,0) 
(2.2.5). 
With the change of variable t = -iz, we obtain 
/ r^rm) — - J J dx [ f ( ¾ + V(^) I 
Z = — D[X(T)] e h 0 2 d ? ; j 
J(2,0) 
(2.2.6). 
Hence, the role of Lagrangian in. (2.1.6) for the 
quantum mechanical propagator is replaced by that of the 
Hamiltonian in (2.2.6) for statistical mechanics and the path 
integral irepresenta ion in statistical mechanics can be regarded 
a s
 an analytical continuation from the real time to the imaginary 
time domain. ‘ 
The particle distribution function p(f), which gives 
the probability density of finding a quantum-mechanical particle 
at position f 
and at inverse temperature /3, can also be expressed 
as a path integral. As usual, p(f) is written in the language of 
wave mechanics and the expression is recast into a form 
containing the propagator u(f,-i/3h;f, 0) . In wave mechanics, we 
define . 
15 
S < ( f ) e-^ E n 
- L (2.2.7) 







n 11 n (2.2.8) 
I . 
n 
By the completeness of | > and the definition of partition 
function in (2.2.1), we have 
Ak 
Pit) = — < | | e ^ H | f > , • (2.2.9) 
Z 
Substituting the path-integral representation of u (f
 f ~i/3h;f, 0), 
one finds — 
/3h 
Pit) = J J D[x(r) ] expf- J dT f |m( + V(St(r)) 1 
x(0)=x(/3h)=f 0 J 
(2.2.10). 
Hence, the languages of wave mechanics and matrix 
mechanics can be translated into that of the path-integral 
formulation in the following way: 
First, the function under consideration is expressed in 
the framework of wave mechanics. The expression is then 
rearranged into a form containing the propagator u(x, -i/3h;x, 0) 
16 
f o r w h i c h
 the path-integral representation can be substituted 
directly. This procedure yields the path-integral representation 
of the function, 
17 
2.3 Variational Principle 
The partition function in the path-integral 
representation involves an infinite product of integrals which 
can be exactly evaluated only for some simple cases, such as a 
system of free particles and a harmonic oscillator. In most 
cases, we must resort to approximation methods to evaluate the 
path integral. In the following section, a sophisticated 
variational method proposed -by Giachetti and Tognetti [2], as 
well as by Feynman and Kleinfrt [3], will be described in 
details. To this end/ the variational principle on which this 
method is based will be discussed first. 
Consider a system with Hamiltonian H, partition 
function Z and free energy F, where 
F = - ln(Z) ‘ ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) • 
The variational theorem for the free energy of this 
system was proposed by Peierls in 1938 [16], which led to the 
following inequality: 
A A 
F Fo + < H - Ho > (2.3.2) • 
A 
where Ho, Fo and Zo are the Hamiltonian, free energy and 
partition function of a reference system with energy eigenvalues 
E n Q and energy eigenstates |0n Q>. 
i.e. Ho = ^ (2.3.3). 
1
 n, o n, o 7 
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The notation < H - Ho > is defined as 
< 5 - S >
 s 1 Z <0 |S _ So|0 n o> (2.3.4). 
o n n, o 
Equation (2.3.4) can be interpreted as the 
thermodynamic average of the operator H - Ho with respect to the 
system with Hamiltonian Ho. 
The next step is to rewrite the upper-bound relation 
(2.3.2) in the form of path integral. From section 2.2, the 
path—integral representation of partition function Z is 
Z = = J C ^ M ] (t)]
 ( 2. 3. 5 ) f 
where S[X(T)] is the action associated with a particular 
trajectory for the system with the Hamiltonian H. Introducing 
the corresponding action SO[X(T)] for the system with Hamiltonian 
Ho, we- can write 






e ^ F o = J (2.3.7). 
The .numerator of equation (2.3.6) can be interpreted as 
an average of
 e-(S""S0) with the weight e _ S o for a particular 
19 
q 
Geometrical Interpretation of <e x> > e " < x > 
\ <e > 
k / 
I. \ \ -<X> 
I 
. . .
X 1 < X > X 2 . . . . “ . . . . • . . . / . ' . . • ' 
X ' 
Figure 2.1 
‘/V “ ‘ ‘ Ov ' / , ‘ ’ ’ > I 
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trajectory x(t). In fact, it is convenient to introduce the 
following definition for calculating the average of any 
functional f [Sc(t) ] with respect to the functional fo [ (t) ] in the 
path-integral formulation: 
-f J 
< e > s= 
e >fo — — 
D [ ] e " f o 
(2.3.8). 
Hence, (2.3.6) becomes 
= < e-( S - S O ) > S o e ^ F o (2.3.9). 
Now, for real x, we have the following inequality 
•X —<v> 
< e > ^ e (2.3.10), 
where <x> is the weighted average of x. That is, for any 
probability distribution of the random variable x, the 
expectation of an exponential is always larger than or equal to 
the exponential of an expectation. A detailed discussion for 
this inequality can be found in reference [10]. Mathematically 
speaking, it is a necessary consequence of the convexity of the 
exponential function. For illustration, the geometrical 
interpretation of this inequality is shown in figure 2.1. In this 
• —X —X 
figure, < e ’ > is always above the curve e no matter what the 
distribution of x is. 
By applying the inequality (2. 3.10) , (2.3.9) can be 
written as 
21 
e F ^ exp[-<S - So>sJ e (2.3.11). 




 + |<S - So>So (2.3.12). 
which is the path-integral version of relation (2.3.2). Suppose 
H
 = f x2 + V(x) (2.3.13) 
III • 2 
Ho = - x + Vo(x) (2.3.14) 
J 
where • denotes — Then, 
dT • 
r/3hr w n 
Itl • 2 
s
 = 2 X ( T ) + V(x(r)) dr (2.3.15) J O L J 
rj3hr V f1^ rn • p 




<S - So> = < V(x(T)) _ Vo(x(T)) dT > (2.3.17). 
For this case, (2.3. ll)j can be written as 
0 : “: “.:. T.: \ \ 
V(X(T)) - Vo(x(T)) dT ) 
o L /so) 
. (2.3.18)• 
Moreover, relation (2.3.12) can be expressed as 
F FO + !• f V(X(T)) - VO(X(T) ) dx \ 
^ o -i ‘ So 
(2.3.19). 
Relations (2.3.18) and (2.3.19) are the variational 
22 
theorems for the partition function and the free energy 
respectively with the Hamiltonians H and Ho specified by (2.3.13) 
and (2.3.14). In particular, relation (2.3.18) states that the 
e x a c t
 Partition function of an ensemble is. always greater 
than the product of: 
(a) the partition function associated with an arbitrary trial 
ensemble e"^ H o and (b) the exponential of the average value, in 
the trial ensemble, of the difference between the trial potential 
Vo(x(R)) and the exact potential V ( X ( T ) ) . 
If the trial Hamiltonian Ho contains variational 
parameters, the right hand side of (2.3.18) can be maximized to 
obtain an lower bound for the exact partition function Z. The 





 Variational Method Proposed by Giachetti and Tognetti M . 
and by Feynman and Kleinert [3] 
2. 4. 1 Effective Classical Partition Function 31 
From section 2.2, the path-integral representation of 
the partition function of a quantum particle moving along the 
x-axis with the potential energy V(x) is 
f i
 r 
Z = jD[x ] e x p - i J D R T | (i(x))2
 + V ( X ( T ) ) 1 ] 
x(o)=x(/3h) ° J 
(2.4.1.1). 
The periodic boundary condition can be satisfied by the Fourier 
representation of the trajectory x(z) 
x
 = X + ? ( x n.e i ( d n t + x*.e"i(JnT ) 
(2.4.1.2)• 2nn • 
where (Jn = , the even Matsubara frequencies. 
I3h 
With the relation 
f (Wj-CJk) t … 
J 0 e = / 3 h 5jk (2.4.L3), 
we have 
r
 m oo 
di: - (x(r))2 = m^h I | X J 2 (2.4.1.4). 
J 0 z
 n=l n n 
:
.: . . t 
Therefore, equation (2.4.1.1) can be written as 
/
m r r 00 m/Sct) j d x o J [ L d(Re x.) d(lm x.) 
2 2 7 1 J 
24 
f 00 h 
*
 exP( -^J^n lxn|2 " i l0dz V(x ) 
(2.4.1.5). 
The normalization constant and the measures are chosen 
so that for V = o the free particle partition function 
ZF.P. = J ~ ^ ― J d x (2,4.1.6) 
2 2 
can be recovered. 
Now, if we were able to perform the j 0 integrals, 
this would leave Z as a simple integral 
Z = J
 d X o 0) (2.4.1.7) 
27T/3h2 
which is similar to the form of the classical parti ion function 
zcl = J J dx Q (2.4.1.8). 
27T/3h2 
The function W(X q) and the integral (2.4.1.7) are then 
called the effective classical potential and the effective 
classical partition function respectively. 
In most cases', the infinite products of integrals 
associated with W(X q) cannot be evaluated exactly. However, 
Feynman and Kleinert [3] proposed a variational approximation to 
Z so that an upper bound for W(x^) , denoted by W. (x ), is 
o 1 o 
obtained. 
25 
They choose a trial potential V^ ^ to be 
V 1 ( X ( T ) ) = |mfi2(xo).(x(x) - x Q ) 2 + U(x Q) 
(2.4.1.9). 
The first term is constructed to account for the fluctuations 




 Z l e x P [ - h V J d T i V ( x ( x ) ) - | m ( Q ( x Q ) ) 2 [ x (1 - ) - x j 2 - U ( x ) } V } 
0 / \ ) 
(2.4.1.10). 
where Z 1 is he partition function associated with the triaj. 
potential V 1(x) and can be written as 
•7 / m r ^ -eu(xo) r r Z i Zl = / J d xo e 1 ———d(Re x.) d(lm x.) 
V
 27r/Sh2 L u J J 
* expf -m^ E + n2(x )_).|xj2 ’ 
^ n = l ° n 
(2.4.1.11). 
Those integrals with j 0 are Gaussian Integrals and 
can be evaluated exactly. Thus, 
z x = / m j dx Q e ^ u < x ° ) n n ^ 2 _ _ 
^ 27T/Sh2 0)^ + Q 2 ( x ) 
n o o 
(2.4.1.12). 
By using the formula 
2 i oo y 1 
n5i( 1 + ———)=•~— sinh(Try) (2.4.1.13) 
n 7r*y ' 
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the trial partition function is reduced to 
Z x = J m J d x e-pU(xo) I x 
1
 27r^ fi2 sinh(|/3hn(xo)) 
(2.4.1.14). 
The next step is to evaluate <V(x(t))> 1 which can be 
expressed as 
< V(X(T)) > = * 
Z1 
/ m f , -/3U(xo) r “ J2 1 
/ 7 . dXo e ^ ^ ) jSi L d ( R e xj) d ( m 1 
V
 2n(3h2 L 71 J J 
f 00 
* - m ^ ^ ( + n2(xo)).|xn|2 
* vf X n + I ( x , e i W n T + X* e " i W n T ) ) 
^ ° n=l n n J 
(2.4.1.15). 
- U s i n g the Fourier representation 
V ( X ) =
 J 2^ V(q)-e i q X (2.4.1.16) 
and writing x n = u n + iv n, where u n, v e IR, we have 
< V ( X (t ) )
 > : L = * J _ " J dX J q ) . eiq 
2
 Z1 , 27T|3h2 
00 _ Itl^ CJn f 
* n — — ~ du„dv M exp -m/3[w 2 + Q 2 ( x ) ] • [u2 + v 2 ] 
n = 1 J tt n n n o'J L n nJ 
+ i2quncos(tJnT) - i2qv nsin(w x) 
‘ “ J 
27 
= / ^ r
 d x -^u(xo) i _ ( X o ) 
z, /





* /rr f Cf2 1 
J '2tt v ( q ) . e • e x p — — — E ± 
^ m n=l 2 , ^ 2,
 v > o)^  + Q (x ) 
n x o' 
(2.4.1.17)• 
Define the sum as 
1 1 
= E - ~ — — — — (2.4.1.18), 
m/3 n=l 2 , _2
 7 
V + n (xo) / 
and a 2 ( X q ) can be evaluated exactly as follows: 
a 2(x o) = 2 f I _ I _ _ 1 j 
- < > Q2(xo) Q2(Xo) J 
2 1 ( 1 00 f; it<)n7) 
a
 (xo) = — ~ - ~ A V ^ — ^ 
m/3 2Q(x o) 77 • ° n=-oo L icj + Q(x ) 
o n o 
eiWn7] - > 
- Q(x^) > 
n o' n (x ) 
oJ 
(2.4.1.19). 
By using the relation 
00 i(jn7] -/3h 
lim
 + J, — — = (2.4.1.20), 
V o 11=-00 icj x IX 1 
n e 1 
equation (2•4•1.19) becomes 
28 
a
2(xo) = _ _ _ f * _ ( x ) [ 1 
m/3n2 (x ) L
 e/3M(xo) ± 
• 1 1 , V 
- 1 
e- n(x _ 1 J 
a2(xo) = 1 [ J n(xo) coth(J n(xo)) - 1 
m/3n2 (XQ) 
(2.4.1.21). 
Hence, equation(2.4.1.17) can be written as 
< V(x(t)) >n = * / m f d x e , ( x i _ ( X o ) 
Z, / 2 J O I 
1
 2TT/3fi sinh(|iShn(xo)) 
1 2 2 
r iqx - -a (x )q 
* J ^ V ( q ) . e o 2 q 
‘ (2.4.1,22). 
By applying the inverse Fourier Transform, the integral over q 
can be transformed into an integral over x, yielding a 
smeared-out potential V 2 (x ): 
^ a (x ) v 
0 12 2 1 2 2 
r da - iqx0 2a (V q r r Hrr - ( x — ) q 
J S V ( q ) . e = J dx ' v ( x J f ^ e 0 2 0 
r dx^ , f ( v x ' ) 2 1 
= ——V(xf) exp -
/ 27ra2(xo) 2 a 2 ( x ° ) 
it 
"




< V(x(T)) > ± = -i-* J m J d x e ^ U ( x o ) • ( X o ) 
1
 2n^h2 sinh(|j3hn(xo)) 
* V 2, x ) 
a (x )v o' 
o 
, r ( (x^- X')2 . 
where V ^ ^ ^ (xq) = J , d X exp( - _ 1 - ) V(x') 
° / 27ra2(xo) 2a 2( X o) 
(2.4.1.24). 
with 
a2(x ) = _ _ 1 ( J ^hQ(xo) coth(J /3hQ(xo)) _ l 
m/3fi2 (x ) ) 
(2.4.1.25). 
By direct substitution of 
V(x) = ~Q2(xo) . (x xo)2 
and V(x) = U(xo) 
into equation (2.4.1.24), we have 
<V(x(r)) - |mfi2(xo) • (x - xo)2 - U(xo)>1 
/ m J
 e-/3U(xo) I X 
Z 1 27T/3h2 sinh (|/Sfin(x0)) 
*|Va2(x }(x o) - imn2(xo) - (X I xo)2 - U(Xo) I o ^ 
(2.4.1.26). 
The approximate partition function is then given by 
30 
r 1 r / 
z = Z x. e X p g J (V(x(z)) - imn2(xo).(x - Xo)2 - U( X o) j 
1 
= z ' .
 e x pf- * / m d x e-/3U(xo) 5 _ ( X o ) 




 Va2(x ) ( xo) - |mf22(x . (x - xo)2 - U(Xo)l 
L
 O J J 
1©27)© 
To obtain the optimal Z, Z is maximized with respect to 
U(x o), yielding the relation 
U ( X o ) = Va 2 ( x )( Xo) _ I m fi2(xo) .a2(xo) (2.4.1.28). 
O 
Equation (2.4.1.27) then becomes 
z =
 Z l j d x I ^ q ( x o ) 
V
 27i/3h2 sinh(|j3hQ(xo)) 
:
 - r
 d x e - ^ c x o , ^ , . ) f 2 4 1 2 9 ) 
= / dx e (2.4.1.29), 
2TT/3h2 
„
 n sinh(|i3M(x0))-, 
with Wi(xf a 2 , Q ) = In 
p L i 
-^hQ(xo) 
+ V 2 ( x j - ! m n 2 ( x j .a2(x ) a (x ) o' 2 o' o7 
o 
(2.4.1.30)• 
r . To obtain further improvement, W. is minimized with 
l 
2 
respect to a and Q to get the optimal ^ ( ^ . 
With respect to Q, 
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awi 
= 0 (2.4.1.31). 
dQ 
= > a x
0 ) = — [ 2 ( xo) coth(| n(xo)) - 1 ’ 
m/3Q2 (X ) ° 
(2.4.1.32), 
which is consistent with the exact relation between a2 and Q 
(2.4.1.25). 
With respect to a2, 
awi 
= 0 (2.4.1.33) 
aa2 
2 2 a v a 2 ( x ) 
= >
 Q (X) = J ~ ^ ~ (2.4.1.34) 
a a 2 
Hence, the two algebraic equations (2.4.1.32) and 
(2.4.1.34) give the optimal Q ( x ) and a 2( x ) at each x , which in (J o o 





 A ( x a2, - C h x o. With the 
knowledge of Wi (x o,a 2 /Q), the optimal partition function Z which 
gives the lower bound of the exact partition function Z can be 
obtained by performing the x integration numerically. 
In conclusion, the procedure of this approximation 
method is summarized as follows: 
(1) For a given potential V(x), calculate the smeared-out 
potential 
32 
V ( r 00 d x , ( (X - x,)2 
va2(xQ) ( xo ) = J ——expl - ° V(x 
- /27ra2(xo) 2a 2 (xo) 
(2.4.1.35)• 
(2) Calculate 
av 2 fx) 
Q2(X) = ^ a (2.4.1.36). 
v
 ' m 
/ • 3 a 2 . 
(3) For each x and a given /3, determine a2 and fi by solving 
2 2 V ( X o ) ” 
n
 ( X o) = ; — ^ (2.4.1.37) 
a a 2 
a2(x ) = _ — ^ f J _ ( x o ) coth(* 1 
O V U Z • 
m^Q (x 
(2.4.1.38)• 
(4) Calculate the effective classical potential 
…
 0 , f sinh(|^hQ(xo)) 
Wi(x0/a2, = In — — 
- p i 
^ h Q ( x o ) 
+ Va 2 ( x)( x 0) - I m Q 2(x o).a 2(x o) 
O 
(2.4.1.39). 
(5) A lower bound Zi for the partition function Z and an upper 
bound Fi for the free energy are obtained from the following 
relation. 









 Particle Distribution Function From Effective Classical 
Potential [4] 
From section 2.2, the path integral representation of 
the particle distribution function p(C) of a quantum particle 
moving in one dimension is 
1 r ( 1 r h r - 1 
= z J D [ X ( T ) ] e x p - I J d T | M I 2 ( T ) + V ( x ( x ) ) 1 ] 
x(o)=x(/3h)=e 0 J 
(2.4.2.1). 
Similarly, the particle distribution at ? associated 
with the trial potential (2.4.1.9) proposed by Feynman and 
Kleinert can be expressed as 
l • ( 
p x ( ? ) = 2! J D [ X ( T ) ] e x p -J d T | M I 2 ( R ) 
x(o)=xOh)=e 0 
+ |mn2(xo).(x(r) - x Q) 2 + U(xQ)]l 
(2.4.2.2), 
where is the trial partition function mentioned in the 
previous section and U ( X Q ) , N 2 and a2 are determined by equations 
(2.4.1.28) , (2.4.1.37) and (2.4.1.38) . This p ^ O can be 
regarded as an approximation to p(¢). In order to reduce 
(2.4.2.2) into simpler form, the boundary condition for all paths 
are removed by introducing the Fourier representation of the 
S-function, 
6 ( x - x ( o ) ) = [ " d A
 e i ( — ) ( 2 . 4 . 2 . 3 ) . 
2ti J -co 
34 
where 
X(o) = x .+ I (xn + x*) 
n=l 11 n 
Therefore, equation (2.4.2.2) becomes 
1 r.. . .. • .": • • r . 
= 2i J D[x(t)] expj^-J d-u |mx2(x) 
+ |mn2(xo) - (x(t) _ x Q ) 2 + U(x Q) 
* — l i d X expriX(e-x o- E(x n+ x*| 
27r J -co L n=l n n 
(2.4.2.4). 
By using the Fourier decomposition of the periodic path 
(2.4.1.2) and performing the x , n > 0, integrals as in the 
previous section, (2•4.2.4) becomes 
1




 /2Tra2(xo) 2 a 2 " 
(2.4.2.5)• 
where ^ is the effective classical potential given by relation 
(2.4.1.39) • 
Hence, p.(^) can be regarded as a super-position of j. * *• 
guassians of varying widths with the distribution given by the 
effective classical Boltzmann factor e W l( X o). Moreover, p 1(^) 
is normalized so that 
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Systematic Perturbation Corrections to the Variational Approximation 
Proposed in Section 2.4 [17] 
In this chapter, systematic perturbation corrections 
are built around the variational approximation proposed in 
section 2,4. In this perturbation scheme, the variational 
approximation is regarded as the zeroth order approximation. 
Since the variational approximation is fairly accurate over a 
wide range of parameters [3,4], it is hopeful to obtain 
substantial improvements on. the estimates for the free energy and 
particle distribution function when higher order corrections are 
included. 
For the sake of simplicity, we choose the natural units 
with h s i and m = 1 in the following discussions. The method of 
functional differentiation will be used in this chapter and a 
brief introduction to functional calculus is given in Appendix I. 
37 ' 
3.1 Formalism 
3.1.1 Free Energy 
In section 2.4.1, the trajectory x(r) is split as 
X ( T ) = x Q + y ( T ) = x Q + I ( X N . E I ( J N T + x^e"i(j)nT ) 
n = 1 
(3.1.1.1) 
where X q is the mean value and y(r) is the fluctuation. 
Correspondingly, the path integral (2.4.1.1) for the partition 
function with potential V(x) is split into one integral over the 
11




 = — = = = - J dx J D [y ]exp[-J dx I y(T)2 + V(x + y(T))l] 
/ 2 ^ ° , J 
(3.1.1.2). 
In order to develop a perturbation scheme around a 
general Hamiltionian quadratic in y, i.e., 
L o(x o;y,y) = I Y(T)2 + l | n ( x o ) V + U(x Q) 
(3 • 1 • » 3) 
the Hamiltionian 
L(x Q;y,y) = I y(r)2 + V(x Q+ y) (3.1.1.4) 
is separated into two parts: 
L = L^ + L- (3.1.1.5) 
38 
with 
L l ( x 0 7 y ) = v ( x + y) - [ \ n(x o) 2.y 2 + U(x o) _ 
(3.1.1.6)• 
The exact partition function (3.1.1,2) then becomes 
Z = 1 J dx Q e ^ u ( x z [ / 3 /x o j=0] 
/ 271/3 
(3.1.1.7)f 
where the auxiliary partition function, defined for each x and 
o 
generalized to the presence of an external source j(x), is given 
by 
z[/3,xo;j(T) ] = J D,[y ]exp(-J dz 1 Y(T)2 + i n2y2 + jyjj 
(3.1.1.8). 
The next step is to evaluate this path integral. First, 
we have [18], 
‘r r a -] 
z = exp - dx L- - z^ (3.1.1.9) 
1 J 0 5j(r) JJ ° 
- 5 i 5 -
where L- - is an abbreviation for L- x y ( t ) = 
L 6j(T)J XL 0 5j(r) J 
and z Q is given by (3.1.1.8) with" L 1 removed, i.e. 
Z Q = J D,[y ] e x p J d-c[ 1 y(T)2 + i n 2 y 2 + jy]) (3.1.1.10). 
Now, since the potential term is quadratic in y, Z q can be 
exactly evaluated as follows. 
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With y(x) defined in (3.1.1.1)/ we have 
y = y ( 0 ) (3.1.1.11) • 
Therefore, using integrations by parts and (3.1.1.11) , (3.1.1.10) 
becomes 
p 2 
, f P r* 
z o = J D [y(T)] exp[ J dx^ 1 y ( - fi2) y jyj] 
dr2 J 
(3 • X e X e } c 
In order to introduce the usual Feynman Propagator Af(T) [18]" we 
carry out a shift for y(z) 
y(^) = y(^) + y o(T) (3.1.1.13) 
where y o(r) is an arbitrary function of z with period /3 at this 
stage. Substitute (3.1.1.13) into (3•1.1.12) and after some 
algebraic manipulations, 
, 2 2 
2 0 = f D,[5 ]expf di:[ I y( ^ ― I Q2) y + ( L | n2) _ 
w
 — V J 0 L 2 p • 




t is worth pointing out that all boundary terms resulted from 
integrations by parts are cancelled by each other due to the 
periodicity of y and y Q. 
Then, we can introduce the Feynman propagator A„(T) to 
replace y Q Choose y such that 
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2 
( ^ ― _ N2). Y = J ( 3 . 1 . 1 . 1 5 ) 
, 2 ° dz 
• H3 
W l t h
 Y O = j T O J O ') ( 3 . 1 . 1 . 1 6 ) 
2 
A N D
 ( — - A (T) = - 5 ( T ) ( 3 . 1 . 1 . 1 7 ) . 
dT2 
is shown in Appendix II that the Fourier representation of 
A F ( T ) is 
A F ( R ) = — + I L I" 1 _ ( E I C J N T + E - I C J N T ) " 
2 n= l L
 con2 + Q2 
(3.1.1.18)o 
Therefore, from (3.1.1.16) and (3.1.1.18), 
1 r n 00 1 f • , .. 
Y q(T) = - — i — J dT/j(T') - ± I _ I ( 
“ o n 2 o |3 n = l 2 , 2 J 0 
+ e ' J ' J d z ' (3,1.1.19). 
Since y + y Q represents fluctuations only, y(r) must consist of 
the term 
• 1 
— (TV) (3.1.1.20). 
2 J 0 
Let 
Y = Y + ~ — — D X ' J (T') ( 3 . 1 . 1 . 2 1 ) • 
2 ^ 0 /SQ2 U 
This y contains a. c. terms only and is independent of j (T) • 
The shifts (3.1.1.13) and (3.1.1.21) amounts to the 
41 
following single shift from y to y. 
7 = 7
 J d T ‘ A ( T " T / ) (3.1.1.22) 
where A(T: - z')r the modified Feynman propagator, is defined as 
A(T - s 1 ^ 1 (
 eiWn(T-T') + e-i(Jn(T-T'))” 
13 n = l L
 COn2 + ¥ _ 
(3.1.1.23), 
and, from (3.1.1.18) 
= A f ( t - T^) - — ( 3 . 1 . 1 . 2 4 ) . 
/3Q2 
Note that, from equation (3.1.1.17) and (3.1.1.24), we can obtain 
the differential equation satisfied by the modified Feynman 
propagator A(z), 
2 
( — Q 2 ) = - 6 ( T ) + I ( 3 . 1 . 1 . 2 5 ) . 
dr2 
Substituting the transformation (3.1.1.21) into 
(3.1.1.14) and making use of the differential equation 
(3.1.1.25), we have the following result for the auxiliary 
partition function Z Q[j]: 
1 N 
z [j] = N(/3;x ) exp R dz dr'j (x) -A(t--c') • j 
,
 J
 0 J o J 
where 
, 13 2 
N O , x o ) = f D [5(t)] expf f dT I y( ^ ― - Q2) y 
J
 V J 0 , 2 
dz 
= Z Q [ j = 0 ] (3.1.1.26)• 
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Hence, by considering the fluctuation only, the usual 
Feynman propagator A p(r) is modified to the "new" Feynman 
propagator A(r) given by equation (3.1.1.24). Moreover, a closed 
form of A can be obtained and the derivation is given in Appendix 
II. 
A(T) = A F(T) - 1 — — 
|Sn2 (xo) 
= . 'COSh(|T| - I ) - 1 
2 fi(xo) sinh(i^Q(xo)) |Sn2 (xo) 
(3.1.1.27), 
where ^ > | T | > 0 and A(T) are specified by periodicity outside 
this range. 
The normalization factor N(i3;xQ) can be evaluated as 
follows: 
N(/3;Xq) = z Q[j=0] 
= D , [ y ( T )] exp(-J 1 3^ I y(t)2 + 1 q2y2 J] 
Using the Fourier representation of y(t) (3.1.1.1) and 
let y n = u n + i-v n , with u n = Re(y n) and v n = Im(y n), 
r 00 (J ( 00 
= J ^  — L - ; d u n d v n e x p ( - ^ Z_|w n 2+ Q 2(X q) ) • v^) 
2 
co CJ • 
= n 1 — 
j=i 
o). + Q (x ) j oy 
From (2.4.1.13), we have 
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> , bo(xo) 
> N( ; X ) F (3.1.1.28). 
sinh(|/3Q(xo)) 




Z(/3) = 1 f dX Q _ 2 e_ (X 
J 2TT^~ sinh(|/3fi(xo)) 
H 5 r^ dT L 1 - exp - dTdT'j U-T j ('r” 
0 L 5 j (t) j j ^ j 0j 0 J 
(3.1.1.29)• 
Given z in he form of (3.1.1.26), one can then generate the 
diagrammatic expansion for Z according to (3.1.1.9). Moreover, 
if we define, in analogy to 
Z(jS) = exp [-^ F O ) ] (3.1.1.30) 
for the free energy F, also 
z(/3/Xq;j=0) = exp[-/3-f (13^0)] (3.1.1,31), 
then by the usual combinatoric argument , -/3f is given by the sum 
of connected diagrams. To be explicit, insert a formal expansion 
parameter A (i.e L^ ^ -> XL 1) and let f(k) denotes the expansion of 
f up to order k. 
f ^ f(k) s f o + \f l + A2f2 + … + kf k (3.1.1.32) 
which is to be evaluated analytically. Then we define the kth 
approximation to F and Z by 
44 
exp[-g.F(k)] = Z(k)(/3) 
=
 1
 J dx Q exp[-^( U(x Q) + f(k)(i3,X ))’ 
/ 271/3 
(3.1.1.33) 
where he integral is to be evaluated numerically. 
One could in principle develop any one of f, F and Z in 
a series of and truncate at some order. As usual, one would 
not wish to truncate in Z, since such an algorithm would not 
remove all disconnected diagrams. However, it is also not 
appropriate to truncate in F. The reason is hat F(f) is 
obtained by taking the logarithm of (3.1.1.2) outside (inside) 
the integral sign; taking the logarithm does not commute with 
integration. Only when the logarithm is taken inside the 
integral would the usual combinations work out to eliminate all 
disconnected diagrams. 
For illustration, the expressions for the first five 
corrections to f is shown below: 
0 f (Xo) 
A = l n [ I (3.1.1.34) 
sinh(i/3fl (xo)) 
1 8 i fnr^r^ ^ I 
- f = - dr L exp ^ dTdT'j (T) A ) j ) 
J 0 5 j ( T ) J 0 J 0 ) I j=o 
(3.1.1.35) 
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H ‘ ‘ ” . . . i . . . 
^ . 
2: — f 2 + 
1 f f 5 "n dr^r^ I 
0
d r L 1 "“ " 7 T 7 J e x p 2 I dTdr'j(7:)A(T-T:')j(TM 
21 0 L
 Sj (z) J 0 J 0 J I j=o 
(3.1.1.36) 
X3: - 3 - 1 ¾ = 
..1 ( r r 5 x ^  /- /3 /3 
dT L exp if f drd-u'j (x) A ( t - t M j ( t M ] I 
3i ( J 0 1 L 6j(T) JJ A 2 J 0 J 0 M l j 0 
(3.1.1.37) 
4 + 2 + i _ f 3 < f 2 + ^ = 
"77 J d T L1[ ~ ~ 1] e XP f| f f dzdx'j (T) A ) j (T^ ] I 
4! ^ J 0 Sj(T) J) 0J 0 J I j=0 
(3.1.1.38) 
The formalism developed so far is in principle valid 
for any choice of J2(XQ) and U(X q) , i.e., any way of splitting S 
t 
into a quadratic S^ and a remainder S • The choice of n and U as 
o 1 
given in section 2.4.1 is optimal in a well-defined variational 
sense. With this choice of Q and U, it is shown in Appendix III 
that vanishes identically at every x . Therefore, we have 
the following simplified expressions: 
x° = m ( ( X ) (3.1.1.39) 
sinh(|/3n(xo)) 
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B S D I H — — I 
1 
-i3f = 0 , 
P
 1 ( 3 . 1 . 1 . 4 0 ) 
2: -|Sf2 = 
"T7 W 0 d T L i [ “ ^ ]) e x pftf 0 d T d ^ j ( T ) A ( ^ o j ( v ) ; | | j s o 
( 3 . 1 . 1 . 4 1 ) 
3 : - f = 
3 
3 
- i n /
 r/s /3 
"T7 r
 n
d T L i — I ^ t v j e x p i f d T d T ' j ( T ) A ( T - T , ) j ( T ' ) l . 3 ! 0 L
 (T) J … J 0 J 0 ) j=o 
( 3 . 1 . 1 . 4 2 ) 
A A + = 
1 ( r r 3 -1 % ^  ( |3 /3 
du L exp if f dTdT, j (t)A(t-t j (t ) 
4 ! J 0 L 5 j ( T ) J l 2 J 0 J 0 J 
( 3 . 1 . 1 . 4 3 ) . 
Hence, the first non-trivial correction for he free 
energy will be second order and the problem associated with the 
treatment of disconnected diagrams do not occur until fourth 
order. 
We note that the zeroth order result can be written as 
. ‘ 
Z ^ O ) = _ _ f dx ^ Q ( X O ) _ _ / J o 
y 271 sinh(|jSn(xo)) 
( 3 . 1 . 1 . 4 4 ) 
I ' . . 
4 7 
I ‘ -
I ‘ ‘ 
W h i c h i s t h e








 Particle Distribution Function 
I 
A s
 ^ n t i o n e d in section 2.4.2, the particle 
— b y 
I 
A 
P ( ? ) = 
Z 
= — j D [ x ( T ) ] 5(X(0) - ) exp[-S[x(x)]] 
z 
(3.1.2.1) 
where S [ X ( T ) ] is the action associated with H. Using the 
represervtation of 5-function (2.4.2.3), we get 
Z
 / 1 ^ J 2 ° 
(3.1.2.2) 
where 
or[/3,xo,p,. j = 0 ] = 
, jS 
I J D[y ] e x p [-ipy(0)]exp _J dx | y(r)2 + | Q2y2 + + jyj j 
^ 3 • 1 2 3) o 
As before, we have 
I o' = expf-f dr L 1] o^ (3.1.2.4) 
U 0 U 5j(T) J o 
where j ] is the same as cr with ^ removed, i.e. 




J J D,[y ] e X p [ - i p y ( 0 ) ] e X p p j T [ 1 y ( T )2 + i Q2y2 + j y ] j 
(3.1.2.5). 
I Compared to z Q[p / X o j] (3.1.1.10), the extra factor exp[-ipy(0)] 
I in cro can be obtained by substituting the following expression 
I — + i p 5 (T) ( 3 . 1 , 2 . 6 ) 
into (3.1.1.10). Therefore, by direct substitution of (3.1.2.6) 
into (3.1.1.26), we have . 
/3 /3 
cr0[/3/Xo/p;j] = N(/3/Xq) expf I f f dTdT,j(T)A(T:-T')j(T,) ‘ 
" J J 0 
r
 n2 v 




( 2 N 
[ ' x o ' P ' . j s 0 ] = x ) exp - f a2(x ) 
v. • 
(3.1.2.8) 
where, from (3.1.1.27), 
J a 2(x Q) = A(t=0) = |i3fi(xo) coth(li3n(xo)) 1] 
I 2(xo) 
(3.1.2.9) 
is the length scale of the smeared-out potential V 2, 
a (Xo) 
introduced in section 2.4.1. 
Hence, the exact particle distribution function becomes 
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If 
… 1 1 r (X 
=
 —
 y J d x 0 exp(-iSU(xo)) 




 0 1 L 6j ( T) J 
r 1 p^
 r f f 
exp - dzdz j(T)A(T-T ) 1 ( ^ ) + ipf dT j(T)A(T)] I 
J 0 J 0 j 0 JI j s 0 
( 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 0 ) . 
Similar to hat for the free energy, we define 
1 
, i o o (xo) 
= exp(-^g(^,x o /p)) exp (- p2a2(x ) ) _ ± 
sinh(|j3n(xo)) 
( 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 1 ) 
and the kth order approximation to g as 
g = g ( k ) = g + g + x2g+••…•+ x k g ( 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 2 ) 
where X is an expansion parameter. -jSg(k) is then the sum of 
connected diagrams. 
Therefore, the kth order approximation to p(^) is 
P (?) = — • dx exp(-|SU(xo)) 
Z ( k )y /27r^ sinh(|j3Q(xo)) 
2 
*f exp(ip(e-x )exp(- f a2(x )exp(- g(k)( ,p)) 
J
 27T 
( 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 3 ) . 
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Note that the zeroth order term 
I p ( 0 )( ?) = 1 f . l g Q ( X o ) f 
9
 ^ > "
 %
 d x o exp ( -pu(xo)) 
z
 / 2 s i n h ( | / 3 Q ( x o ) ) 
*[ — exp(ip(^-Xo))exp(- a2(xo)) 
J
 27T v 2 y 
1 
1 1 r 2/3fi(Xo) 
= — J d x o — — — • ~ exp (
 X o )) 
Z / 2tt/3 s i n h ( | | 3 Q ( x o ) ) 
* 1 r ( x - 2 1 
exp y — (3.1.2«14) 
/ \ 2 J 
V 2na2 (xQ) 2 a (x 
is the same as that proposed in sec ion 2.4.2. 
5 2 
life *,,,.. , • 
3.2 Second Order Correction to Free Energy 
In the remaining sections, the above formulation is 
applied to the problem of anharmonic oscillators with the 
potential energy 
I V(x) = |x2 + fx4 (3.2.1) 
where g ^ 0. The zeroth order free energy [3] and particle 
distribution function [4] for this model have been evaluated by 
Feynman and Kleinert. 
In this section, we consider the free energy first. 
With V(x) given by (3.2.1) , the perturbation (3.1.1.6) can be 
written as 
I Li = V 4 + V 3 + V 2 + V + x 0 (3.2.2) 
where 
X = 2 
4 4 
X = gx 
3 0 
X = ~(3gx 2 + 1 - Q2) (3.2.3) 
2 2 v ^ 0 ' 
X = x + gx3 1 0 ^ 0 
g 4 , 1 2
 TT X = TX + -x - U 
o 4 o 2 o 
are functions of x . 
o 
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Figure 3.1 The first-order diagrams. 
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j B5 B6 7 8 
Figure 3.2 The second-order diagrams. 
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I A 1 1 t h e s e coefficients are regarded as first order 
j in the formal expansion parameter Correction of each order 
I c a n b e represented by Feynman diagrams which are evaluated 
according to the following Feynman rules: 
(1) A factor is to be attached to each £-point vertex; 
I ( 2) E a c h vertex is assigned a coordinate ^ and a line joining z 
and z carries a factor A(x t r ) • 
J
 o ' i j y 
.(3) All T ^ S are integrated over and the usual combinatoric 
factors are inserted by counting the ways of attaching the 
legs • 
For example, he first-order diagrams are shown in fig 
3.1. Note that only connected diagrams are involved because of 
the definition (3.1.1.31). 
Thus, 
1 




Ai = X dz A(x ;0) 
I 4J0 0 
ris 
A2 = A dT A(x ;0) (3.2.5) 
^ 0 
r/s 
A3 — \ dr 
I ° J0 
By substituting the expression of A ( X Q ; T ) and carrying 
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1 . 1 . , 
j o u t the integration, it is verified that (3.2.4) is zero. It is 
consistent with the claim in the previous section that the first 
order correction vanishes with N(x and U(Xq) chosen by the 
variational method in section 2.4. 
The second-order connected diagrams are shown in fig. 
3.2 and 
-/3 = 4!Bi + 2(4C2)2 B2 + 2(2)402 Ba + 3!B4 + (3C2)2B5 
2! L 
+ (2)3Ci B6 + 21B7 + Bs (3.2.6) 
2 r/3 r/3 
where Bi = Xa dr dr A(x ;t - t )4 4 J0 J0 1 2 0 1 2 
2 r/3f/3 
B 2 = X dr dx A ( 0 ) 2 A ( X - T ) 2 
0 0 u 1 z 
r/3 f/3 
B3 = X X dr dr A(0) A(x - z )2 
J
 0J 0 0 1 2 
2 r0 r13 • 
B4 = X . dr dx A(x ;T - T ) 
3
 J 0 J0 1 2 0 1 2 
2 r13 r13 
Bs = X dT dr A(0) A(x ;t - r ) (3.2.7) 
J
 0J 0 2 
f/3 /3 
B6 = dT'dr A(0) A(x ;z - z ) 
3 !J QJ 0 1 2 , 0' 1 2.' 
2 r/3f^ 
B7 = \ dT dr A(x ;t - T ) 
^
 J
 0J 0 1 2 
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2 r^ p^ 
B8 = X D T D T A ( X T - T ) 
1 Jo Jo 1 2 0 1 2 
Note that Ao does not appear, since that would 
necessarily generate disconnected diagrams. 





dTidT2 t2) = 3.2.8) • 
It can be verified by directly substituting the expression 
(3.1.1.23) of A ( X Q ; T I - Z 2) into the left hand side of (3.2.8). 
Thus, all one-particle-reducible diagrams vanish. 
Moreover, diagrams Bz, Ba and B? all involve a bubble 
diagram but with different multiplicative factors. Therefore, 
2 





B3 = A(x 0) B7 
2 0 
The only non-trivial diagrams to be evaluated are then Bi, B4 and 
B7. All these integrals can be carried out analytically giving 
the following result for - f 2. 
4 V 2 L 2 - j 
4Q 13Q /3Q 
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• 1 : : , -
_ 7[ 2 xo “ — ^ - 1 [/3 + isinh (/30)1- 1 
4 L p J L o -
• sinh2 ( n) 
+ 3 + ] [ — — I _ ^
 + i 
/sfi2 sinh2(|^n) 3 
3 3 1 1 _ 
+ "TT" I3 - + sinh ( + _ _ s i n h ( 2 i s n ) I 
1 6 L
 8 2 n 16Q \ .
 4 ! , 
sinh 
(3.2.10)• 
All other higher order corrections can be evaluated 
similarly by using the above Feynman rules and drawing the 
corresponding connected diagrams. 
By substituting the corrections up to kth order 
( k ) 
exp (-/3 f ) into equation (3.1.1.33) and carrying out the 
integration over Xq numerically, the kth order correction to free 
(k ) 
energy F can be obtained. 
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3 F i r s t Order Correction to Particle Distribution Function 
The perturbation series for the particle distribution 
function can be similarly evaluated by diagrammatic techniques 
with a different set of Feynman rules. It is due to the presence 
of the term 
r 
ip dr j(T)A(X ;T) (3.3.1) 
J 0 o 
in the expression for or (3.1.2.7) . The last term in (3.1c2e?) 
is independent of z and can be extracted outside he integral 
over r. Therefore, the original Feynman rules should be modified 
to incorporate the first two terms of (3.1.2,7). The rules 
specified in previous section can be retained with the addition 
of the following rule: all lines may terminate either on an 
point vertex or at isolated points (denoted by crosses in the 
diagrams) , each of which is associated with a factor -ip and a 
coordinate t = 0, as shown schematically in fig. 3.3. 
In the case of the anharmonic oscillator, the first 
order diagrams are shown in fig. 3.4 and -/3g is 
1 
= - Dl + D2 + D3 + D4 + 3C2 D5 + 3C3 D6 + (|)4C2 D7 
+ 4C2 D8 + 4C4 D9 (3.3.2) 
where 





D2 = X^-ip) dT A(X T - 0) 
I J 0 0 




D4 = -ip)2 dT A(x - 0)2 
-n 0 • 0
 (3.3.3) 
ri3 
Ds = (-ip) dT A(xn;x - t) A(x t - 0) 
j
 j Q 0 ' 0 ' ’ 
D6 =
 3 ( - i p ) d T A ( X o ; T - 0 ) 3 
r^
 2 
D7 = dT A(X ;T - T)2 
J O U 
j3 
D s = X (-ip)2| dr A(xn;-c - t ) A ( x ^ ; t _ 0)2 
J Q U O 
.r|3 
D9 = X ( - i p ) d T A ( x ; T - 0 ) 4 
j 0 u 
For the same reasons as discussed, D 2 = Ds = 0, while several of 
the other diagrams are related to each other in a simple way. 
All these can be evaluated analytically giving 
= - gf x o [ — ^ - ( - x )3 - — - x )1 dr A(x ;t)3 
a 6 a 4 J 0 
1 /3 
+ \ — - — ^ - ( - x 0 ) 2 + — - x 0 ) 4 f d x A ( x o ; t ) 4 
L
 4 6 8 J J 0 




{ dT A(Xo;T)3 = r — — + I 
I 0 4Q4 sinh2(|/3Q) 3 
3 1 r 1 i 
1 + — _ sinh(/Sn) 
8Q4 sinh2(i/3n) J 
2 
+ ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) 
and 
dx A ( x q ; - u ) 4 = i + -sinh(/3Q) 
° 64Q4 sinh(|^Q) 2 Q 
+ ~ — sinh(2/3Q) _ i - 1 + I 
4 Q J 6 L
 sinh2(iisn) 3 
+ ——— 1 + ~ — sinh(iSQ) 
4/3Q6 sinh2(|/3Q) 
( 3 . 3 . 6 ) . 
All other higher order corrections to p (^) can be 
evaluated similarly by using the above generalized Feynman rules 
and drawing the corresponding connected diagrams. By 
substituting the corrections up to kth order into equation 
(3.1.2.13), carrying out the integrals over xq and p numerically, 
evaluating the kth order correction to Z ( as in section 3.2, 
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the kth order correction to the particle distribution function 
can be obtained. 
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Chapter 4 
Examples and Results 
In this chapter, the systematic perturbation scheme 
developed in chapter 3 is applied to the quartic anharmonic 
oscillator, the symmetric double-well potential and the 
quartic-cubic oscillator. The first model is of interest in 
atomic and molecular physics, and in quantum field theory. The 
last two models exhibit the barrier-crossing phenomenon which is 
also of physical interest. 
The perturbative corrections to the variational 
approximations of the free energy and the particle distribution 
function are calculated up to second order and first order 
respectively. These corrections lead to significant improvements 
for a wide range of parameters. Furthermore, we have also 
studied the perturbative corrections to the internal energy and 
the specific heat and found similar improvements. 
• . 
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Figure 4.1 (a) 
Free Energy vs 13 with g = 4 
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Free Energy vs B with g = 40 
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Figure 4.1 (c) 
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Fractional Error of Free Energy vs B 
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Fractional Error of Free Energy vs B 
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4. 1 Quartic Anharmonic Oscillator 
I 4 ' 1 - 1 Free Energy, Internal Energy and Specific Heat 
We consider the quartic anharmonic oscillator with 
V(x) = |x2 + 9x4 (4.1.1.1) 
where g ^ 0. The method for calculating the perturbative 
corrections to the free energy f(k) O ) and the particle 
I distribution function p(k)(p7x) was discussed in section 3.2 and 
3.3 respectively. The final results are obtained by carrying out 
the numerical integrations over Xq. Figure 4.1 shows F(0) (/3), 
(2) 
F
 (/3) a n d the exact free energy F(/3) versus /3 for g = 2, 4, 40. 
The exact free energy is obtained from a tabulation of the exact 
energy levels [19]• Because the zeroth order result is already 
fairly accurate, it will be more convenient to show the 
fractional differences 
I A ( K ) 0 ) = ( - F ( J S ) ) / F(IS) ( 4 . 1 . 1 . 2 ) 
between the kth order approximation F(k) and the exact free 
energy F. Figure 4.2 shows A(0) (/3) and A(2) (|S) versus /3 for the 
same set of g. The comparison is not possible at very small 
values of /3 because many energy levels are required for 
calculating F(/3) and only a finite number are known [19]. 
It is seen that inclusion of the second order 
correction significantly reduces the errors from about 1.5% to 
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(K5% in the worst case shown (g=40, large p) . After obtaining 
j the free energy, it is straightforward to calculate the internal 
energy U and the specific heat Cv. 
For internal energy, we have 
dF 
U = F + /3 — (4.1.1.3) • 
a/3 
For specific heat, we have 
3f 52F . dF , 
Cv = ——+ £ — (4.1.1.4) 
( 1 a/32 } 
where natural units are adopted so that the Boltzmann constant k 
= 1 - Hence, the derivatives of F with respect to /3 are required 
to calculate U and Cv. 
Using notations similar to those for the free energy, 
the kth order approximations to the internal energy U(k)( and 
the specific heat Cv(k ( are defined as follows: 
5F(k) (R) 
U(k)( = F ( k ) 0 ) + / 3 - (4.1.1.5) 
. 
(k) 3 ( a2F(k) 5F(k)(|3) 
Cv = - 3 — + - — (4.1.1.6). 
I 1 2 " ) 
Instead of performing numerical differentiations, we 
directly differentiate the analytical expression for the free 
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Specific Heat vs B with g = 4 
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I e n e r g Y ( 3 . ^ . 3 3 ) . After tedious algebraic manipulations, all 
I d e r i v a t i v e S o f F(k)( can be expressed in terms of 
j one-dimensional integrals. Numerical results for u(k) (/3) and 
j C v k ( c a n b e obtained by carrying out these integrals 
numerically. 
l. F i g u r e 4 - 3 s h ws U(0) U … and the exact 
I internal energy u( versus ^ for g =
 2 / 4, 40 and figure 4.4 
j s h o w s C v … , C v and the exact specific heat Cv for 
I t h e s a m e s e t of … T h e exact internal energy U and the specific 
I heat Cv can be expressed in terms of the exact energy levels as 
follows: 
I Z En e ; E n 




2 g E n 2 e ^ E n ( Z En n 
Cv = 2 _ 2 - 2 1 
L
 S e - / 3 E n 1 " v
 e " ^
E n
 ) 
n ft e 
and therefore can be obtained from he tabulation of he exact 
energy levels [19]. 
Again, because the zeroth order result is fairly 
accurate, it will be conyenien to show he deviations 
I A(k)U(/3) = U(k) -U(/3) (4.1.1.9) 
I A(k)Cv = C v ( k ) -Cv(jS) (4.1.1.10) 
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Error of Internal Energy vs B with g = 4 0 
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Figure 4.5 and figure 4.6 respectively shows A(0)U(/S), 
.A ( 2 )U and A ( O ) C V ( 0 ) , A ( 2 )CV(I3). versus /3 for g =
 2 , 4 , 4 0 . By 
j including the second order correction, the error of the internal 
I energy is reduced from about 1.9% (u(0)) to 0.8% (u(2)) in the 
worst case shown (g=40, large /3). 
For the specific heat, the curve of Cv(0) intercepts 
I t h e c u r v e o f C v f o r large g shown (g = 40). The deviation A(0)Cv 
I i s significantly larger than A(2)Cv with A(0)Cv = 0.01426 and 
(2) 
A Cv = 0.0002 at /3 = 4.5 ( exact Cv = 0.00001 )• This 
I "cross-over" behaviour of the zeroth order approximation does not 
occur in the second order approximation for the range of 
parameters shown ( 0 ^ / 3 ^ 4 . 5 and g = 2, 4, 40). 
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Particle Distribution vs x with B = 4.5 
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Particle Distribution vs x with B = 1 
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Particle Distribution vs x with B = 3 
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Error of Particle Distribution vs x 
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Error of Particle Distribution vs x 
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Error of Particle Distribution vs x 
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I 
4.1.2 Particle Distribution Function 
j Figure 4.7 shows p( Q)… x), p ( 1 ) 0 ; x ) and the exact 




- The exact distribution function is obtained from the known 
energies [19] and wave functions [20]. Analogous to the case of 
the free energy, we define the deviations 
A (k) • 
Ap = p - p (4.1.2.1) 
between the kth order approximation p(k) and the exact 
distribution function p(|3;x) . Figure 4.8 shows these deviations 
for the same set of /3 and g. t is seen that the first-order 
correction leads to significant improvements, especially for 
large /3. 
Lastly, it is worth pointing out that the kth order 
approximation is normalized, i.e. 
00 , ; 
dx p(k) (/3;x) = 1 (4.1.2.2) • 
J




4.2 Symmetric Double-well Potential 
J 4 . 2 . 1 Free Energy, Internal Energy and Specific Heat 
For the symmetric double-well potential ” 
I V ( x ) = - + fx4 (4.2.1.1) 
j w h e r e g > 0, the method for calculating the perturbative 
j corrections is the same as that for the quartic anharmonic 
I Potential. Now Li(xo;y) f as defined in (3.1.1.6), becomes 
j LI(xo;y) = V ( x Q ; y ) - 2(x )y2 + U(xq)" 
= 4 y + X3 y3 + \2 y2 + Xi y + Xo 
(4.2.1.2) 
where 
X4 = ? 
4 
3 = gx 
o : 
I 2 = |(3gx^ - 1 _ fl2) (4.2.1.3). 
Xi = -x + gx 
o ^ o 
g 2 1 2
 TT o = x - -x - U 4 o 2 o 
The subsequent analytical works are identical to those 
of the quartic anharmcbic oscillator. However, complication 
arises in performing the numerical integrations for the free 
I 88 
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I energy and the particle distribution function. For the present 
I c a s e " Q ( x 0) c a n become negative in some region about xq = o. To 
determine the condition for Q2(xo) being negative, we consider 
I the two algebraic equations (2.4.1.37) and (2.4.1.38), For the 
symmetric double-well potential, they become 
I q 2( x 0) = - 1 + 3gx: + 3ga2(xQ) (4.2.1.4) 
j a 2 ( X o ) = J/3n(xo) coth( J/3Q(xq)) - l_ 
2 ( Xo) 
(4.2.1.5). 
If n can become negative, hen Q2(xq) will go through 
zero at some value of x , say xn • In the neighbourhood shown 
^ \J ^  C 
in figure 4.9, Q2 is small. We can perform a small |3Q expansion 
for a 2(x ) , i.e. %
 o 
a2(x ) ^ —^-/3 + 0(/3Q) (4.2.1.6) 
12 ' 
and (4.2.1.4) become 
I Q 2 ^ + 3gx^ + J^g 
“ 2 1 1 1 
= 3 g x + ~ — f ^ R q - l) 
L 0
 3 g 4 p y 4.2.1.7) • 
Hence, fi2 ^ 0 
<=> x - ~ — (-i3^ - l) (4.2.1.8). 
3g 4 
If l, (4.2.1.8) will always be true for all real Xq and Q2 
9 0 
:
 : | . : : : : . . : ./,.:../ : . . : . . : , ¾ ......... ... 
I w i l 1 always be positive. Otherwise, Q2 will be negative for all 
Xo < - ^ - ( 1 - -/3^) (4.2.1.9) 
3g 4 
and 
I x 0 / c = ± / " ^ ( 1 - (4.2.1.10). 
/ 3g 4 
Hence, the condition for Q2 to be negative is 
< 1 (4.2.1.11) 
and he points at which Q(X q) = 0 are given by 
I x
 c = /—1-(1 (4.2.1.12). 
' V 3g 4 
Table 4.1 indicates the upper limit /3i of /3 for Q2 to 






400.0 0. 01 
The technique for handling negative Q2 in performing 
the numerical integration will be discussed in Appendix VI• 
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Free Energy vs B with g = 0.4 
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Free Energy vs B with g = 400 
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Fractional Error of Free Energy vs [3 
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Internal Energy vs B with g = OA 
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Specific Heat vs B with g = 0.4 
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Error of Specific Heat vs B 
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I F i g u r e 4 . 1 0 shows
 F( , F ( 2 ) ( 0 ) and the exact free 
| e n e r g Y F ( V e r s u s f o r g = 0. 4 / 40 and 400. Again, the exact 
I f r e e i s obtained from the tabulation of energy levels 
I [ 1 9 ] . F r o m t a b l e 4.1, n2 is negative only for g = 0 . 4 in the 
j r a n g e 0 f s h o w n (0.5 ^ p ^ 5.0). The fractional differences 
I A(0)(/3) a n d a r e shown in figure 4.11. it is seen that 
I i n c l u s i o n o f second-order correction significantly reduces the 
e r r o r s f r o m a b o u t
 2% to 0.8% in the worst case shown ( g=400.0 
and large /3 ) • 
For the internal energy, figure 4,12 shows U(0) (/3), 
(2) 
U ( and the exact internal energy U(/3) versus (3 for g = o.4 
and 40. U is obtained from the tabulation of energy levels of 
the double—well potential [19] and equation (4.1.1.7). Figure 
4.13 shows the deviations A(0)U(/3) and A(2)U(/3) versus /3 for the 
same set of g. By including the second order correction, the 
error of internal energy is reduced from about 2.5% (U(0)) to 
(2) , 
1.1¾ (U ) m the worst case shown ( g = 40 and large /3 )• 
For the specific heat, he "cross-over" behaviour of 
the zeroth order approximation mentioned in section 4.1.1 still 
occurs for large g as shown in figures 4.14 and 4.15 ( g = 40 ). 
The deviation A(0)Cv is significantly larger than A(2)Cv with 
A(0)Cv = 1.825*10"2 and A(2)Cv = -9.7*10"4 at /3 = 5 (• cv = 
4. 6*10"6 )• This "cross-over" behaviour does not occur when the 
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Particle Distribution vs x with B = 5 
g = 40 for double-well potential 
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Error of Particle Distribution vs x 
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E r r o r
 of Particle Distribution vs x 
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 Particle Distribution Function 
I T h e Problem of complex Q (i.e. Q2 < 0) still arises in 
the calculation of the particle distribution function because the 
problem originates from the two algebraic equations (4.2.1.4) and 
(4.2.1.5). These two equations are also involved in determining 
the optimal Q(Xq) for the particle distribution function. 
Therefore, techniques for handling complex Q are needed for the 
combinations of and g given by condition (4.2.1.11). 
I Figure 4.16 shows p(0) x), p(1) (/3;x) and the exact 
distribution function p(j3;x) versus x for g = o.4 and 40 and /3 = 
5 and 12. The exact distribution function is obtained from the 
known energies [19] and wave functions [20] . Figure 4.17 shows 
Ap 0) ;x) and Ap(1) (jS;x) versus x for the same set of /3 and g. 
It is seen that the first order correction leads to significant 
improvements, especially for large jS. This means that the first 
(1 ) 
order approximation p (13 ;x) gives a better estimate to the 
ground state wave function than that of the zeroth order 
approximation p(0) (|S;x) , since the distribution function will be 
dominated by the ground state wave function at sufficiently large 
f3 ( i.e. at sufficiently low temperatures ). 
It is also interesting to study the effect of 
increasing temperature ( i.e. decreasing /3 ) • For the case of g 
_ . ( 1 ) 
== 0.4 and jS = 5 and 12, p (jS=5; x=0) are smaller than 
p(1) (/3=12 x=0) and the peak of p 1)( =5; x) situated at x = 1.2 
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I is farther outward than that of p /3=12
 7 x) situated at x 
1.0. Hence, at increasing temperature, the particle tends to 
probe the large |x| region around the potential minima instead of 





 Quartic-cubic Anharmonic Potential 
I 4.3.1 Free Energy 
We next turn to the quartic-cubic potential 
V(x) = -x 2 + ax3 + cx4 (4.3.1.1) 
where a > 0 and c > 0. Now, Li(x ,y) as defined in (3.1.1.6) 
becomes 
- i -
Li(x ;y) = V(xQ;y) - |N2(x )y2 + U(XQ) 
• _ 
= 4 y4 + X3 y3 + X2 y2 + Xi y + Xo 
(4.3.1.2) 
where 
u = c 
3 = a + 4cx 
o 
4 = |(12c + 6axQ + 1 - Q2) (4.3.1.3). 
Xi = x + 3 ax2 + 4cx3 
o o o , 
4 , 3 , 1 2
 TT Xo = cx + ax + -x - U 
o o 2 o 
Subsequent analytical works are the same as those for 
the quartic anharmonic oscillator. However, the problem of 
negative Q2 still occurs for some combinations of oc and c since 
108 
I c 
J t h e t e r m a x 3 c a n b e negative for negative x. Again, to determine 
the condition for negative n2, we consider the two algebraic 
equations (2.4.1.37) and (2.4.1.38). In the case of the 
quartic-cubic potential, they become 
I n2(xo) = 1 + 6(XX0 + 12CX2Q + 12ca2(xo) (4.3.1.4) 
j a 2 ( x 0 ) = — — - — — [ c o t h ( J^n(xo)) - i" 
2(x0) 
(4.3.1.5). 
By following the same procedures as mentioned in 
section 4.2.1, we can obtain the condition for negative Q2 
J « > J |c(c/3 + 1) (4.3.1.6) 




 [“… / a2 + l) 
‘ 4 c L V -
(4.3 1 67) 
Table 4 • 2 indicates the upper limit |3i of /3 for 
• 2 
negative Q to occur for given oc and c. 
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Free Energy vs B 
2 for quartic-cubic anharmonic potential 
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Table 4.2 
a ^ 
~ — • 
0
 2 - < o 
0.02 < o 
1
 2 < 0 
j 
1
 20 < 0 
2
 2 0.25 
3




 20 < 0 
2
 20 < Q 
The techniques for handling negative Q2 in performing 
the numerical integrations is described in Appendix VI. 
Figure 4.18 shows F(0) (/3) , F(2)( and the exact free 
energy F(/3) for a = 1, c = 20; a = 2 , c = 2 0 a = 1, c == 2 and a 
= 0 . 1 , c = 0.02. The exact free energy F(/3) is obtained from he 
tabulation of energy levels [21]. The fractional difference 
A<0 (P) and A(2) (¢) are shown in figure 4.19. The inclusion of 
the second order correction significantly reduces the error from 
1.9 % to 0.6% in the worst case shown ( a = 2, c = 20 and large 
)• 
It is also interesting to compare the exact ground 
state energy Eo obtained from reference [21] and the kth order 
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I approximation to free energy F(k) (/3) for large /3, say /3 = 4.5. 
In the large limit, F(k) (¢) can be regarded as the kth order 
approximation to the ground state energy Eo(k) (/3) under the 
systematic perturbation scheme. Table 4.3 shows this comparison 
for a = 1, c = 2; a = l, c = 20; and a = 2, c = 20. 
Table 4.3 
« c Eo (exact) F(o) (/3=4.5) F(2) (/3=4.5) 
1 2 0.91676 0.927 (1.1%) 0.914 (-0.3%) 
1 20 1.86381 1.896 (1.7%) 1.853 (-0.5%) 
2 20 1.85815 1.892 (1.8%) 1.847 (-0.6%) 
The numbers in the brackets represent the percentage errors of 
the corresponding values of F(k) (^=4.5) with k = 0 and 2, in 
approximating the ground state energy. 
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Effective Potentials & Potential vs x 
0.5 for B = 0,5, 4.5&a = 2, c = 2 
I 
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Figure 4.20 (a) 1/D = 128 
Effective Potentials & Potential vs x 
0 1 for (3 == 0.5, 4.5 & a = 3, c = 2 
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Figure 4.20 (b) 1/D = 1,99 
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Effective Potentials & Potential vs x 
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Figure 4.20 (c) 1/D = 0.43 




 Particle Distribution Function 
It is interesting to study the particle distribution 
function for the quartic-cubic anharmonic potential because of 
the barrier-crossing phenomenon for some combinations of cc and c. 
The quartic-cubic anharmonic potential exhibits an asymmetric 
I ^ H 
double-well structure for sufficiently large a ( a > 2 when c = 2 
)• Qualitatively, at sufficiently low temperatures (i.e. large 
/3), the particle will reside at the "deeper well" so that the 
distribution function will be particularly large in this region. 
As the temperature increases ( /3 decreases ) , the tunneling 
effect becomes more and more noticeable and the particle 
distribution function will spread out from the deep well to the 
shallow well. Crudely speaking, the condition for the particle 
to overcome the potential barrier is that the thermal energy kT 
is greater than the depth of the well D, i.e. 
kT > D 
=> 5 > /3 (4.3.2.1) • 
Instead of comparing with the exact distribution 
function, we investigate p 0) (/3;x) and p(1) in order to see 
whether they show the qualitative behaviour mentioned above. 
Figure 4.20 shows the exact potential V(x) defined in 
(4.3.1.1) together with the zeroth and the second order 
approximations for the effective potential at /3 = 0.5 and 4.5 for 
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P a r t i c le Distribution with B = 0 5 
1 for quartic-cubic anharmonic potential 
^ 0.9 - ^ 
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Figure 4.21 (a) 
Particle Distribution with B = 4.5 
1 n for quartic-cubic anharmonic potential 
^ 0 .9- c = 2 
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 o R ^ a 
x
 first o r d e r 
Figure 4 . 2 1 (b) z e r o t h o r d e r 
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Zeroth Order Particle Distribution with a = 4, c = 2 
1 for quartic-cubic anharmonic potential 
0 9 - 0 = 4.5 
I 
-2 -1 0 1 2 
x 
Figure 4.22 (a) 
First Order Particle Distribution with a = 4 c = 2 
1 for quartic-cubic anharmonic potential 
,jAb=4.5. | . 
S 0.8-
OL 3 = 0.5 /
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0 H 1 1 1 i i^" 1 
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Figure 4.22 (b) 
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a = 2,
 3, 4 with c = 2. V(x) exhibits a single-well structure 
j for smaller values of a when c = 2. 
j A S S h ° W n i n t h e the effective potentials at low 
1 ^ ^ & C l ° S e r e S e m b l a n c e t o V(x). it is due to the fact that 
t h e F e y n m a n
-
K l e i n e r t
 approximation tends to the classical lixnit 
I a s t h e temperature increases ( — 0 ) [ 4 ] / i > e 
lim F(k) = - i Inf 1 _ W d x e - ^ V ( x ) ] 
—o /3 J J a x e 
/ 271^  . - m 
(4.3.2.2). 
Figure 4.21 shows p ( 0 )O;x) and p for the a = 
0,1,2,3,4 and c = 2 and fB = 0.5, 4.5. It is seen that, as the 
temperature increases (i.e ^ = 4.5 to iS =
 0.5 ), the particle 
distribution functions tend to spread to the positive x region 
where the shallow well is located for a ^ 2. Therefore, the 
above-mentioned qualitative behaviour is indeed observed. 
• 
For a more striking comparison, we consider the case of 
I a = 4 and c = 2. The depth of the deeper well situated at x = 
-1.41 is 2.32. From (4.3.2.1), the limit of /3 for the particle 
to overcome the barrier is g = 0.43, i.e. 
I ° - 4 3 > /3 (4.3.2.3) • 






' 2.7 3.5 and 4.5 with a = 4 and c = 2. 
j T h e r e a r e t w o interesting regions of /3. The region of = 0 . 4 0 
0.6 is related to the 'classical condition (4.3.2.3) and the 
region of ^ =
 2.3 to 2.7 is concerned with the appearance of 
negative Q2. For ^ < 2.5, n 2 is negative in the region bounded 
by the two values of x
 c in (4.3.1.7). For /3 > 2.5, Q2 will be 
positive for all real x. Hence, ^ = 2.5 is the transition point 
for Q to be negative in some region of x while |3 = 0.43 is the 
transition point for barrier-crossing. 
In figure 4.22, it is seen that the spread of the 
distribution function is significant in the region of = o . 6 to 
/3 = 0.4. Hence, the classical condition seems to be the 
appropriate criterion for estimating the temperature which can 
thermally activate the barrier-crossing while the condition for 
negative Q2 is not. 
Therefore, with a straightforward calculation of the 
systematic perturbation correction, many interesting physical 











A second order phase transition is characterized by the 
continuous growth of an order parameter when the temperature 
decreases below a certain critical temperature Tc. The nature of 
the order parameter is different for different systems exhibiting 
second order phase transitions. For example, the order 
parameters for a gas-liquid transition and a ferromagnetic 
transition are he relative density between the gas phase and the 
liquid phase and the magnetization of the system respectively. 
In general, the order parameter is a field which can be real, 
complex, vector or tensor in character. 
In order to study the behaviour of systems in the 
vicinity of the critical temperature, one needs a scheme to 
calculate the relevant thermodynamic quantities, such as the 
specific heat. One possible approach is to construct a 
free-energy functional F[tp], where \p, the order parameter, is in 
general spatially varying. Then, a weight e x p i s 
associated with an order-parameter ip (x) • By summing the weight 
over all possible configurations of ip (x)
 r one can obtain the 
partition function 
Z = 8\p exp(-/3F[^]) (5.1.1). 
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It is a functional integral over the field I/J which depends on the 
spatial coordinate t. We see that ¢ ( ¾ plays a role similar to 
that of the path X(T) of the previous chapters. From Z, one can 
readily determine the specific heat of the system. 
In this chapter, we try to calculate the zeroth order 
Feynman-Kleinert variational approximation for a special case as 
an illustration. In this case, the system is chosen to be 
one-dimensional with a real order parameter I/J(X) . The 
free-energy functional F[^(x)] is given by the Ginzburg-Landau 
model 
rL dy
 A d^ 2-, 
= — a^2 + b 4 + c ( — ) 
0
 ? L dx -
( 5 . 1 . 2 ) 
where L is the length of the system, the coefficient a vanishes 
linearly as the reduced temperature t- T approaches unity, i.e. 
• Tc 
a = (t - l)a' (5.1.3) 
a', b and c are positive constants and o is a temperature 
independent length defined by 
l 
r x 2 
O = ( 5 . 1 . 4 ) • 
a " 
This energy functional has been extensively studied by Scalapino 
et al. [22] and essentially exactly results for the partition 
function Z, the free energy per unit length f and the specific 
heat Cv in the limit of -z w can be obtained. Thus, a 
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j comparison between these exact results and those from the zeroth 
order variational approximation is possible. 









 Exact Partition Function and Free Energy Per Unit Length 
The partition function given by (5.1.1) involves a 
functional integration which is extremely difficult to evaluate. 
However, for one dimensional systems, the functional integral can 
be replaced by an eigen-value problem if the transfer-matrix 
technique is used and the periodic boundary condition is imposed 
at x = 0 and x = L. The eigen-value problem can be further 
reduced to a quantum-mechanical problem of a single particle 
moving in an anharmonic potential with an effective Hamiltonian 
2 
er 2 
- q o , 
H = — + a^2 + b^4 (5.2.1) 
4
 |32C di/i2 
c 
1 
where pc = • The eigen-value equation for H is 
kTc 
H^n = Cn^n (5.2.2) 
where n is the nth energy eigen-function of H and cn is the nth 
energy level. The main point is that the partition function Z 
can be expressed in the usual manner, 
Z = Z exp -jSc ( - ) cnl (5.2.3) 
1
 I go ) 
with inverse temperature p taken to be |3c. The essential 
temperature dependence comes from a = (t - 1)a'• Therefore, 
after determining cn from the eigen-value equation (5.2.2) with H 
given by (5.2.1), the partition function can readily be 
determined. Details can be found in reference [22]. 
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For a system with L , t h e contribution to Z will be 
o 
I f r ° m t h e g r o u n d with energy
 C o and (5.2.3) becomes 
Z = e x p | ^ c h col (5.2.4) • 
e J 
The free energy per unit length f in the vicinity of the critical 
temperature is defined as 
f s
 - ln(Z) (5.2.5) • 
/3cL 
Co 
=> f = (5.2.6) • 
o 
To solve equation (5.2.2) with H given by (5.2.1) , we 
introduce the following transformations: 
“ / ^ t j ™ ^ 
V 4b 1 
(5.2.7) 
0 1 / At 
‘ “
=





A = 2 — (5.2.8) • 
^c(a')2 
Hence, equation (5.2.2) becomes 
r
 1 d 2 . t ~ 1 72 , 1 74 1
 T - _ t % 
+ I/J + - 0 . n = Cn^n (5.2.9). 
( 2 ,72 At 1 4 ) di/J1 
. 4- — 1 




temperature. Therefore, by giving the temperature of the system, 
e n c a n b e
 determined with the numerical method discussed in 
Appendix IV. From equations (5,1.4), (5.2.6) and (5.2.7), the 




 y ~ = Co (5.2.10). 
i / ^ E 1 
L “
 2 c J 
f is a function of ^LSLI since So is related to 5 — 1 by a second 
A t
 At 
order differential equation (5.2.9). This exact result will be 
compared with the zeroth order approximation. 
/ 






 Zeroth Order Approximation to Free Energy Per Unit Length 
Using (5.1.2), Z can be expressed as 
Z = UM e x p — c a, ^JlJiAt I/J2 + 4 + c( — )2 ]} 
^
 Jo L At dx J 
(5.3.1). 
Again, p in the exponential is replaced by |Sc and the only 
temperature—dependence comes from the coefficient of ^2. By 
introducing the following transformations 
x = / — o 5 
V At 
. / a' At T 
= / ip (5.3.2) 
V h 2 
ft 0S 
/ 
with At given by (5.2.8), Z becomes 
Z = expf-2 f dx + (t""1) ^2 + i ^ 4 1 ] 
J 0 2
 d5 A t 2 J 
(5.3.3). 
By imposing the periodic boundary condition 
¢(0) = ¢(£) (5.3.4) 
as in the previous section, I/J (x) can be expressed as a fourier 
series 
00 • mm 
"7 T , ^ 7 iCJnx , y* -i(Jnx 
x) = ^ + e + \/j e 







where (Jn = With the same procedures as in section 2.4 
L 9 
one can obtain the following variational approximation for the • 
partition function z. 
(1) The smeared-out potential V ^ is 
a2(lfio) 
v
 2 . (i?o) = _ L _ expf- i L ^ i i i ! ] r (t-D + 1 .4 ] 
J
 / ” r L
 2 ? L At 2 
/ 27Ta S 
= a 2 + i^lll ^
 + 1 a4 + 3j?2 a2 + i ^ 
At “ A 2 2 ° 
(5.3.6). 
I a V 2 ~ ( 




= 2 f - ^ i l + 3a2 + 3 1 (5.3.7). 
^ At “ ° J 




a2(^o) = - I |£n coth( ) _ i 
2 J 
2LQ 
for each ip . 
o 
(4) The effective potential is given by 
.
 r sinhf -£n ) -, ,. ,. „ , 
S (i?)= ln ——) 1 + I ^ i I - 2
 a
4
 + i 4 
1
 ° - - At ° P ~ 9 ° 





(5) The zeroth order approximation for the partition function is 
then 
7(o) _ / 2 f f 
L
 - / I exp -2 L 0) ) 
I 7lL 
(5.3.10). 
In the vicinity of the critical temperature, the zeroth order 
approximation for free energy F(0) is 
F(0) = - J L m Z(0) (5.3.11) 
j3c 
and the zeroth order approximation for the free energy per unit 
length is 
f = - — — I n Zv (5.3.12). 
j3cL 
From the transformation for x in (5.3.2), we have 
L = / —— —— o L / 
V At 
from (5.1.4) 
L - / 2 C £ (5.3.13). 
/ At af 
(5.3.12) then becomes 
1
 = - i In Z(0) (5.3.14). 
1 / a'At 1 ~ 
f L 
Hence, the zeroth order approximation f(0) can be 






I g i v e n b y (5.2.10). Before proceeding to this comparison, there 
are several points worth mentioning. Firstly, the temperature 
1 dependence of the partition function arises from the coefficient 
,(t 1) 2 
a o f i n t h e
 energy function, e.g. equation (5.3.1). 
This means that we are considering the region in the vicinity of 
critical temperature Tc. 
To be more precise, we consider 
(t 1)
 = T - Tc (5.3.15) 
At Tc At 
which can be rearranged as 




Thus, the condition for T near Tc becomes 




t - 1 1 T /Sc(aM2l3 
« ± p … ) (5.3.17). 
At 2 L b J 
Hence, so long as (5.3.17) holds, the assumption of replacing all 
/3 by /3c but retaining the linear temperature dependence of the 
coefficient of \/J2 is valid. 
t - 1 
Secondly, since can be negative, the problem of 
At “ 
2 
negative Q as mentioned in the previous chapter still occurs 
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By following the same procedures as in section 4.2.1, the 
following condition for the occurrence of negative Q2 is found to 
be 
ft - 11 L , 
> — (5.3.18). 
At & 
Therefore, the greater the L, the larger the region of t ' 1 for 
At 
2 ' 
fi to be always positive.. 
Thirdly, in the limit of L — Z(0) given by (5.3.10) 
is dominated by the minimum of ^ {xjj ) and the free energy per 
unit length f(0) is given by 
(0) ~ 
f (L — 00) = -2 min ( (^) ) (5.3.19). 
L->oo , \(l 
0 
/ 
For L — oo, 5 (£,^ ) becomes 
1 O 
G OH ) = i _ ) + ft - 1] ¢2
 + 1 ^ _3 1 _ — 
4 A t 2 3 2
 _ 0 ) 2 
(5.3,20) 
and the two algebraic equations in (5. 3.8) can be expressed as 
= # _
 2 ( t - 1 ) "I _ 1 _ (5.3.21). 
6 L At J 4 Q 
Substituting (5.3.21) into (5.3.20), we have 
IR 
6 (L — oo, Q) = ~ — ( Q4 + 8( t “ 1 ) Q2 + 15Q 20( t ““ 1 ) 
1
 72 V At At 
-12( 1 ) 1 - ^ 1 1 (5.3.22). 
At “ 2 Q2 j 
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Free Energy Per Unit Length vs (t -1) /At 
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The minimum of c3i at Q = Qmin can then be determined by the equation 
do) 
= 0 (5.3.23) 
dQ 
subject to the condition 
d cj 
~ 1 > 0 
dn 2 
Substituting the Qmin into equation (5.3.22) for each 
(t 1) . . 
, t h e minimum (j (L oo, Qmin) can be found as a function 
At 1 
(t - l) 
of -i Lm Therefore, as stated in equation (5.3.19), the free 
At 
energy per unit length for L oo can be determined. 
Figure 5.1 shows the zeroth order approximation f(0) 
/ 
for L = 14, 24, 30, 40, 50, 75 and infinity and the exact free 
I T 
energy in limit of — > The two results agree very well in the 
ft _ 1) 
positive and negative ends of regions and the worst case 
At ^ 
ft - 1) 
shown is near = -1.0. Figure 5.2 shows the deviation of 
At “ 
A(0)f defined as 
A(0)f = f(0) - f (5.3.24) 
for L = 14, 24, 30, 40,: 50, 75 and infinity. The deviation at 
( - = -1.0 is 0.1718 with f(0)(L co, ( t 1 ) = -1) = -0.1277 
At At 
and f ( ( t _ 1 } == -1 ) = -0.2995. 
At 




5.4 Exact Specific Heat 
From the free energy F, the specific heat Cv for the 
system can be determined from 
a 2F 
C V = - T 
5T2 
= - L T 3 f (5.4.1) 
ST2 
where f is the free energy per unit length. 
Substituting (5.2.4) and (5.2.5) into (5.4.1), we have 
= ( m ( E e x p e n ) ) ] \ 5 2 ) . 
^ 5T2 ? P 
We consider the region in the vicinity of Tc and the prefactor T 
of Cv can then be replaced by Tc. Moreover, by introducing the 
following transformation 
2 ^ 2 
a l a2
 /ir , 
~ — = ~ ( 5 . 4 . 3 ) 
dT2 Tc2(At)2 6 f t " " 1 ] 2 
^ At 
and from (5.2.7), (5.3.2) 
1 / At 
Cn = — / Cn 
/3 / 2 
'C 
L = / ~ 5 _ L , 
/ At 
equation (5.4.2) can be expressed in the form 
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Cv = 1 q 2 ln( Z exp(-L Cn)) j 
/Sc(At)2 a( t - 1 ) 2 
L At J 
(5.4.4). 
Divide Cv by AC which is defined as 
AC ^ h ( a') 2 
O 2bTc 
= / Z T L ( a 2 (5.4.5) 
V At 2bTc 
j and using the expression of At (5.2.8), we have 
2 ( \ 
Cv
 = 1 d ln( Z exp(-L en)) 
^ "IT" j i Z Z T v n 
^ At J 
(5.4.6). 
Therefore, the specific heat for each L. can be calculated by 
solving the eigen-value problem (5.2.9) for cn numerically and 
~ t — 1 performing numerical differentiation on en with respect to • 
^ At 
There are some simplifications for numerical works on Cv in the 
limit L -> co. In this limit, the only contributing term in Z is 
exp(-L Co) and (5.4.6) becomes 
i • Cv 1 d2 Co .- . lim — = (5.4.7). 
~ AC 2 t - 1 12 
L -> oo a 
^ At ) 
It is possible to replace the second order derivative of eo by a 
first order derivative of the expectation value of the square of 
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the order parameter ^ in the ground state wavefunction $ • The 
reason is as follows. 
The effective Hamiltonian H given by (5.2.1) contains 
the parameter a. The nth energy level cn(a) can therefore be 
expressed as 
cn(a) = <^n(a) |H(a) |^n(a)> (5.4.8) 
where ^n(a;x) is the nth energy eigenfunction and is normalized, 
i.e. 
<^n(a) |^n(a)> = 1 (5.4.9). 
Differentiating (5.4.8) with respect to a, we have 
Cn(a) = <in|H(a) |^n> + <^n|H(a) |^n> + <>$rn | H I E ! | ^ rn> 
da 
(5.4.10). 
Since H(a) is Hermitian, (5.4.10) can be written as 
Cn(a) = en(a) <$n(a) |^n(a)> + <^n(a) [in (a)> + <^n| a H ( a ) 
L da 
r =
 C n ( a ) £_l^(a)|^n(a)> + <^n| ^ H(a) | ( 5. 4.11). 
da. da 
From the normalization condition (5.4.9), the first term vanishes 
yielding 
cn(a) = <^n(a) | 3 H( a) |^n(a)> (5.4.12). 
5a 
With the explicit expression of H in (5.2.1), we have 
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aH(a) .2 • 
~ = (5.4.13) 
5a 
and therefore, 
— = I \fi2 I (5.4.14). 
da 
Since a has the following linear dependence on the reduced 
temperature t 
a = (t - 1) a' (5.4.14), 
Equation (5.4.11) can be expressed as 
2
 = 1 1 d Co 
r
 a'At 1 ( a'At a,At J t - 1 
^ 4b J ^ 4b J ^ At ^ * 
With the expression of At (5.2.8) and the transformations 
* / 
(5.2.7)t the above expression can be written as 
2|^n> = — ~ — (5.4.15). 
S 1 a f ^ l ^ l 
V At J 
Comparing (5.4.15) and (5.4.7), we have the following expression 
for Cv. 
— 2 
i • cv 1 a < >o
 A k 
lim = - (5.4.16) 
r AC 2 A t - l \ 
L — 00 d 
^ At ' 
with the notation < > denoting the ground state expectation 
…’ o 
value. Hence, it is only necessary to perform first order 
numerical differentiation on the expectation value < ^ >q. The 




I . ...... . 
1 differential equation (5.2.9). This simplification is only 
feasible for the case with L-» co. with finite L, equation (5.4.6) 
should be used. However, with sufficiently large L, say L = 14, 
it is sufficient to include the first two energy eigen-values eo 
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5.5 Zeroth Order Approximation to Specific Heat 
Similar to (5.4.1)r the zeroth order approximation to 
Cv is given by 
Cv(0) = - LT 6 f (5.5.1). 
6T2 
From (5.3.14), we have 
I C V ( 0 ) = L T - J — / a ' A t _ J ! ^ ( )) ( 5 . 5 . 2 ) . 
^
 2 C
 £ dT2 
Introducing AC defined by (5.4.5) and following the same 
procedures as in the previous section, we can rewrite (5,5.2) in 
a form suitable for numerical computation. 
C v l " = Z(0)) • ( 5 . 5 . 3 ) . 
A c
 2 £ af ^ l l l 2 
) A t J 
I 
By performing differentiation on the expression 
(5.3.10) of Z(0) analytically, the right hand side of (5.5.3) 
involves several one-dimensional integrals which can be evaluated 
with standard numerical methods. The zeroth order approximation 
to the specific heat can therefore be obtained. 
Figure 5.3 shows the exact specific heat Cv for L = 14 
(0) ~ 
and infinity and the zeroth order approximation Cv for L = 14, 
24 30, 50 and 75. The zeroth order approximations do have a 
single peak structure similar to that of the exact results. 
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However, the peak becomes more pronounced as L increases which h; 
not the case for the exact result. In fact, the exact Cv for L : 
14 and infinity have similar structures as shown in the figure. 
The sharpening of the peaks for Cv(0) does not represent a 
singularity of Cv(0) as the analytic expression of Cv(0) does not 
involve any singularity. 
The calculation of the specific heat for the 
one-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau field is different from the 
previous three examples in quantum statistical mechanics. For 
the present case, the temperature dependence of Cvl0) comes from 
the coefficient of ip2 in the energy functional (5.1.2) while the 
temperature dependence of Cv(0) for the cases studied in chapter 
3 comes from the trial potential 
I Q 2 ( 0 ; X O ) ( x - Xo)2 + U ( / 3 ; x o ) ( 5 . 5 , 4 ) 
and the periodicity of the paths x(0) = x(/3h). 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
The variational approximation has the virtue of being 
nonperturbative in the coupling constants (g for the quartic 
anharmonic oscillator and the symmetric double-well potential; a 
and c for the anharmonic quartic-cubic potential) and therefore 
has the prospect of being at least qualitatively correct over a 
wide range of parameters and inverse temperature |3 • In chapter 
3, we have shown that the remainder Li can be treated as a 
perturbation and systematic corrections can be evaluated in 
powers of Li, in a manner that largely parallels the • usual 
diagrammatic expansion. 
The formalism is in a sense a rearrangement of the 
usual series. The contrast is that with the zeroth order already 
qualitatively correct, the higher order corrections rapidly yield 
significant improvements to both the free energy and the particle 
distribution function. 
To provide a better understanding of the accuracy of 
the variational method, we can consider some limiting cases for 
the second order correction of the free energy. In the 




In section 3.2, the explicit expression of the second 
order correction -/3f2 for the quartic anharmonic oscillator has 
been determined and is given by equation (3.2.10) . In the 
classical limit n — 0, there is substantial cancellation in this 
expression so that -/3f2 = 0(/35) . This is in contrast to the 
usual perturbation theory, which goes as 0(g/jS) in the / 3 ^ 0 
limit. Thus, the variational solution is very accurate at high 
temperatures. 
In the g -> 0 limit, one of the two algebraic equations 
(2.4.1.32) and (2.4.1.34) for determining the optimal n(x and 
a 2 ( x o ) f o r e a c h x o 
F ' \ 
n 2(xo) = 1 + 3g xo2 + a 2(xo) (6.1) 
J 
becomes 
Q 2(XO) — 1 (6.2) 
and U(Xo) , given by equation (2.4.1.28), becomes 
1 2 
U (Xo) — ^ Xo (6.3). 
The only surviving in section 3.2 is X^ = xo and the only 
connected diagram would be Bs, which is zero, as mentioned in 
chapter 3. Thus, the zeroth order result would be exact in this 
limit and the corrections for g = 0 would start at 0(g2) • The 
above two observations provide a better understanding for the 
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success of the variational method. 
In addition to. the quartic anharmonic oscillator, this 
systematic perturbation scheme also leads to significant 
improvements on the free energy and the particle distribution 
function of the symmetric double-well potential and the free 
. 
energy of the quartic-cubic anharmonic potential; both potentials 
exhibit tunneling effects. Although a comparison between the 
approximate particle distribution function and the exact result 
has not been carried out for the latter potential, the 
approximate results do agree with the intuitive physical 
reasoning. 
When applying the zeroth order approximation to the 
one-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau model, the approximate 
free-energy per unit length agrees very well with the exact 
result as shown in figure 5.1 except when (t - 1) = -1. lAt. In 
the case of the specific heat, although the zeroth order 
approximation shows the correct qualitative behaviour, the 
sharpness and the location of the peak are not correctly 
produced. The precise reason for this failure requires further 
investigation although it is clearly related to the presence of 
the empera ure—dependence of the coefficient of \p2 in the energy 
functional (5.1.2) which does not appear in the previous three 
examples of quantum statistical mechanics. It will be of 
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interest to study whether higher order corrections can reduce the 
error and whether the accuracy improves for Ginzburg-Landau model 
in higher dimensions. 
Finally, although a single degree of freedom has been 
used as an illustration in this thesis, the entire formalism 
carries over to multiple degrees of freedom, including field 
theory. Moreover, the concept of obtaining the best quadratic 
approximation to the exact action S in the path-integral 
formalism also motivates the idea of obtaining the best quadratic 
approximation to the exact Hamiltonian H for excited states in 
quantum mechanics. Such a variational approach has recently been 
formulated and applied to the quartic anharmonic oscillator [23]. 
Very good accuracy is found and, for n — «, the method agrees 
with the WKB result in form, namely, 
„ 1 / 3 4 / 3 - x 
En = Cg n . ( 6 . 4 ) , 
where En is the nth energy level of the exact H. t is found 
that the coefficient C determined by this new variational method 
is good to 0.5%. 
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Functional Calculus - Differentiation 
The following discussions are based on reference [24]. 
Path integrals such as the one for the partition function 
o 
Z(P) = f D[x{r) ] expf - f dx [ i k2(z) + V ( X ( T ) ) ] 
J J 0 j 
x ( 0 ) = x ( / 3 ) U 
(A.1.1) 
are functional integrals. This means that the integration is 
carried out over all allowed functions X(T) and the result, which 
is a number, depends on all possible paths X(T). 
Mathematically, the functional defines a mapping 
functional :C°°(M) — C (A.1.2) 
where C°°(M) denotes any infinitely dif ferentiable function 
defined on a manifold M ( for example IR, or IR3 for 3-dimensional 
Euclidean Space ) and C denotes the domain of complex numbers. 
In order to distinguish from the notation of a 
function, a functional F of a function is denoted by F[f ]. 
In analogy with ordinary differentiation, we can define 
the derivative of the functional F[f] with respect to the 
function f(y) as 
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j i n n = i i m F[f(x) + e8 (x~y) ] - F[f(x)] 
6f(y) e — o c 
(A.1,3). 
For illustration, we consider the following examples. 
(1) Suppose F[f] is of the form 
PCO 
, F[f] = f(x) dx (A.1.4). 
—00 
t 
. T h e n , 
5 F [ f ]
 = lim i f [f(x) + c8 (x-y)]dx - f(x) dx 
5f(y) e 0 e ^ J - o o J - o o -
pOO 
= 5(x-y) dx 
J -co 
= 1 (A.1.5)• 
/ 
(2) Suppose F[f] is of the form 
«00 
F[f] = G(x,y)f(y) dy (A.1.6), 
J
 -co 
where G(x,y) is a specified function. 
The functional differentiation becomes 
, 00 
5 F [ f ]
 = lim i f G(x,y) [ f (y) + c5(y-z) ]dy 




 G(x,y)f(y) dy 
J
 - c o ) 
pOO 
= G(x,y) 6(y~z) dy 
J
 -00 




Evaluation of Feynman Propagator AF(T) 
The Feynman Propagator AF(T) satisfies the differential 
equation (3.1.1.17) 
2 
— - Q 2 A F ( T ) = - 8 (T) ( A . 2 . 1 ) , 
2 J 
where 0 < T < |3. 
To solve this equation, we represent the propagator 
AF(T) and the delta function 6(T) by fourier series, 
AF(T) = a + n| i ( an eiCJnT + bn e"ia)nT ) (A.2.2) 
5(t) = j + I J j eiWni: + e-i(JnT ) (A.2.3). 
The coefficients an's and bn's can be determined by substituting 
(A.2.2) and (A.2.3) into (A.2.1). Equation (A.2.2) then becomes 
A / 1 1 ^ 1 ( ^iWnT 10)117 
A F ( T ) = + — ( e + e J 
“ - n = 1 v y 
|3fi2 cjn2+ Q 2 
(A.2,4) 
. 
which is equation (3.1.1.18). The infinite series can be 
evaluated analytically giving a simpler expression. 
Equation (A.2.4) can be written as 
I . 
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^ ^ H 
A F ( t ) = 1 + i f 1 e i a , n T 1 
j 2 p n = " W o)n2+ n 2 n 2 
co 
_ 1
 v 1 l(JnT 
z . — — — — — — e 
^ n = -co 
I Un2+ Q 2 
= 1 ' ^ 1
 ei(JnT 
2/3Q L n = °° iWn + n 
1 I I • I 00
 - N 
• 1 iCJnT I / •> 
Z e (A.2.5). 
n = —oo . _ N ' 
lCJn - Q 
By using the following identity 
2 1
 eiWn7) = (A.2.6), 
n= -co . ^ 
lUn - X |3X 
e 1 
where /3 > > 0 and x e IR, (A, 2.5) becomes 
i r
 0 Qt N 
A F ( T ) = _ _ + 
1
 e_ _ 1 e _ i 
(A.2.7). 
After some algebraic manipulations
 r we have 
cosh(T - I )Q 
Af(T) = ~ ± (A.2.8). 
2 Q
 sinh(|^Q) 
Those values of Af(t) outside the range 0 < r < |3. are defined by 
the periodicity property, 
A f ( t ) = Af(t + n/3) ( A . 2 . 9 ) , 
where n is an integer. 
Hence, the Feynman Propagator Af(t) can be written as 
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cosh( - f 
AF(T) = (A.2.10), 
2Q • , ,1 … 
sinh(-/3Q) 






Vanishing of The First Order Correction - fi 
From equations (3.1.1.10) and (3.1.1.26), we can obtain 
the following expression. 
r i p^ p^ 
exp - dz dz' j ( T ) A ( T - T ' ) j ) 
0 0 
1 r . f r X * 2 l 2 2 , 
= D[y(^)] exp - dT ( -y + rfi y + jy) 
N(/3;xo) J I J 0 z z 
(A.3.1) 
with N(g;xo) given by (3.1.1.28). 
Hence, the first order correction - fi given in 
(3.1.1.35) becomes 
i r ^ r s 1 r ( f ^ 
-|3fi = Li dzf D[y ] e x p - d-u 
N(/3;xo) J 0 L 6j J ^ J 0 
( | y 2 + h 2 y 2 + jy) I 2 2
 ) 
/3 I ( /3 
L D[y ] Li - — d-u'exp - dT 
N(/3;xo) J J 0 L Sj(T,)J J 0 
( i y 2 + k 2 y 2 + jy)l (A.3.2) 
2 2
 J > 0 
Since Li is the difference between he exact potential and the 
trial potential (3.1.1.6) and we are interested in those 
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potentials which can be expanded in powers of x , - fi can He 
written as 
I -/3fi = - i f D[y(r)] (f dz' [v(xo+y) ~n2y2 U(xo)ll 
N ( | 3 ; x o ) J U 0 L z J 
f p \ 
exp _ dr ( iy2 + ^n2y2 + jy) (A.3.3). 
^
 J 0 J j=0 
In the usual manner, we use the fourier representation for y (T), 
i.e. 
00 f N 
, iCt)nT , * i (Jno , , _ .
 N y (T) = Z yn e + yn e (A. 3.4). 
n —
 V i 
The evaluation of the path integral (A. 3.3) are therefore largely 
the same as that in section 2.4. The path integral associated 
with the term V(xo+y) is similar to the path integral 
representation of < V ( X ( T ) ) >I in ( 2 . 4 . 1 . 1 5 ) except for the 
one-dimensional integral over the average position Xo and some 
constant terms. Interested readers may refer to this section for 
detailed derivation and the ultimate form for (A.3.3) can be 
written as 
_ / 3 f i = p v a 2 ( X o ) ( x ° ) * | Q 2 ( x o ) a 2 ( x o ) - U ( x o ) 
(A.3.5) 
where V 2, (xo) is the smeared-out potential introduced in 
… Q. ( X o ) 
section 2.4. 
If n ( x o ) and U ( x o ) are chosen according to the 
variational procedure in section 2.4, we have the equation 
1 5 1 
1 
(2.4.1.28) with m s l 
• I t 1 I I 
U(x = v a 2 ( X o ) (x°) - |Q2(Xo)a2(xo) (A.3.6) 
• • 
Hence, the left hand side of (A.3.5) vanishes identically for all 
I 
real xo which in turn means the vanishing of first order 
correction -pfi . 
I 
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Appendix IV 
Numerical Method for the Energy Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions of 
the One-dimensional Schroedinger Equation with ax2+ bx2 Potential 
j [25] 
The symmetric double-well potential and the 
Ginzburg-Landau field considered in the thesis can be represented 
by the following potential energy function 
V(x) = ax2 + bx4 (A.4.1), 
where a e IR and b > 0. The Schroedinger equation with (A.4.1) 
then becomes 
= 2 fax2 + bx4 - Eiti]^ (ra) (A.4.2) 
2 V 
dx / 
where -t» < x < cof Em and are the mth energy level and energy 
eigenfunction respectively. The boundary conditions for (m) (x) 
are 
lim (x) = 0 (A.4.3). 
I x | - » oo 
. 
In order to solve (A.4.2) with the boundary condition 
(A.4.3) numerically, we divide a region [-L,L] with length 2L 
into 2M equal parts, each with width h, i.e. 
Mh = L (A.4.4)• 
was shown in reference [26] hat (A.4.2) can be replaced by 
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. 
the following difference equation. 
(m) -
 2 + ^(m) = h2r raXn+12 + bXn+14”(m) 
n+1 n n-1 6 ^ L J n+1 
+ 10 [axn2 + bxn4] (m) L J n 
+ [ axn-l2 + bxn-l4] 
J 
, 6 - 4 ^ (m) 
- J L . ^ +
 0 (h 8) 
1 2 4 0 d x 4 . X=Xn 
I 
(A.4.5)• 
where xn = nh and is defined as 
n 
( r o )
= V m ) fx = nh) (A.4,6) 
n v J 
with -M n ^ M. Neglecting terms of order h6 and higher, we 
have , 
- 2 (m) + (m) = f [ [a(n+l)2h2 + b ( n + l ) 4 h 4 ] ^ 
n+1 n n-1 o ^ u n+A 
+ 10[an2h2 + bn 4h 4]^ m ) 
+ [ a(n-l)2h2 + b(n-l) 4h 4]^ ^ 
J 
(A.4.7). 
After rearrangement, (A.4.7) becomes 
, f 2 + f h 2 [an2h2 + bn V E m ] ) 
= , ~ \ 
n-1 2 





1 - § [a(n+l)2h2 + b(n+l) V - Eml 
2— 
h 2 n + 1 
1 - I [a(n-l)2h2 + b(n-l) V - Em] 
(A.4,8). 
The main point of the method is to assign the values of 
(Hi) 
x) on the boundary x = ± L and reiterating (A.4.8) inwards. 
In this way, we can avoid the instability which is often 
encountered in integrating the Schroedinger equation from the 
origin to infinity. The following assignments are adopted: 
(x = L ) = (m) = 0 (A.4.9) 
M 
(m)(x = L-h) (m) = 1 (A. 4 .10). 
M—1 
The assignment of (m) is arbitrary and any non-zero constant is 
H—1 
equally suitable. In fact, it is related to the normalization 
constant which will be determined in the final step. Therefore, 
with equations (A.4.9) and (A.4.10), we can reiterate (A.4.8) to 
obtain discrete values for (m) in the region [-L, L] if the 
“ n 
eigenvalues E(m) is known in advance. 
On the other hand, if the mth energy eigenvalue is 
unknown, we can regard Em in (A.4.8) as a trial parameter Em and 
, ~(m) 
the corresponding as a trial wavefunction ^ (x=nh;Em). 
Since the potential V(x) has definite symmetry, we have the 
following relations: 
(m) On) for even m 
l -i 
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= 0 for odd m 
I o 
Thus, by choosing a sufficiently small step size h and Em 
sufficiently close to Em, we should also have the following 
fm 
results for (Em): 
n 
$(m) s $(m) for even m, 
-l l 
(A.4.12)v 
$(m) s o for odd m 
o 
To be more precise, we can impose the following 
tolerances for iteration. Let e and 5 be the tolerances for the 
inaccuracies of the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions. If in 
the Nth iteration we have ‘ 
I Em,N - Em,N-l | < C (A. 4 . 13), 
and 
I $(m) (m) < s for even m 
1
 1,N -1,N 1 
I $(m) I < 5 for odd m 
1
 0,N 1 
I 
(A.4.14) 
where the subscript N denotes the Nth iteration, then Em,n and 
I 
(m)
 are regarded as the exact energy eigenvalues and 
0,N 
j eigenfunctions for potential V(x). Obviously, the accuracy of 
the result will increase if smaller values for c and 5 are 
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chosen. Moreover, the smaller step size h will also improve the 
result but one must note that the truncation error will become 
significant if h is too small. However, the effect of L on the 
accuracy of the results is not too significant so long as L is 
large enough. Only those values of (x) near x = ± L will be 
affected significantly for different choices of L. Typical 
values of L used in the calculation are 3, 5 and 6. 
Finally, the normalization constant CN for, the Nth 
iteration can be determined by calculating the following sum 
CN = /
 { ” h 2 (A.4.15) • 
V n=-H n’N ) 
and the discrete values for the eigenfunctions of (A.4.2) are 
given by 
1 (in) ' 
y \ n ( x ) (A.4.16). / CN 
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Appendix V 
Numerical Integrations With Imaginary Q 
In performing the one-dimensional numerical 
integrations for the case with imaginary Q, such as the 
double-well potential and the quartic-cubic potential, the 
following procedures are adopted. 
(1) Determine the two points Xi and X2 which separate the region 
. o f imaginary Q(xo) from those of real Q(xo). 
(2) The integrands of the integrals in the region with imaginary 
n(xo) can be obtained from those in the region with real 
Q(xo) by replacing the latter Q(xo) by in(xo) • 
(3) Choose a small, positive c. In the regions of (Xi-e, Xi+e) 
and (X2-C, X2+C), expand the integrands into Taylor series 
about Xi and X2, respectively, and retaining the constant 
terms only. The integrals in these regions are then 
approximated by multiplying the constant terms by 2c. 
By excluding the regions about Xi and X2 which have 
I already been treated as described above, we can perform the 
j remaining one-dimensional integrations for the regions with 
purely imaginary and purely real fi(xo) separately. The final 





As an illustration, we consider the numerical, 
integration of the zeroth order partition function for the 
symmetric double-well potential. The procedures are as follows. 
The two points Xi and X2 have been determined and are 
given by equation (4.2•1.12). 
X1 = / f 1 ― 
/ 3g ^ 4 
(A.5.1). 
X 2 = / ( 1 - ^ 2 ) 
V 3g ^ . 4 J 
By the substitution of 
Q(xo) in(Xo) (A.5.2) 
and performing the Taylor series expansion for the integrands 
\ involved , we have the following results for Z(0 • 
1 
.
 rXl-C -pQr(Xo) r 1 2 , g 4 3g 2 n ) 
z(0) = 1 [ t exp [-/3 [- -x + ^x - ar JJ 
J 211/3 “00 sinh( l^fir(xo)) 2 4 
+ 1 2C exp(-13 [- ixi2 + 2xi4 - 2] 




 rX2-c -/3Qi (xo) ( 1 2 , g 4 3g 2 n] 
+ 1 [ 2 exp [ - - x + ^x - — ai J^ 
I J 2TI/3 X l + C sin( l/3ni(xo)) 2 
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+ 1 - 2c exp [-/3 [- -X22 + 2x24-
2 4 1 9 2 
1 r+a ^nr(xo) f 1 2 g 4 3g 2
 n 
+ ± exp [-p [ - x + ^x - —2. ar J 
J 2TI/3~ X 2 + C sinh( |/3Qr(Xo)) 2 4 4 
(A,5,3) 
where the subscripts r and i denote that the Q's in the 
corresponding functions are real and imaginary respectively• The 
two algebraic equations that determine the optimal Q(xo) become 
Q?(xo) = - 1 + 3gxo2 + 3gar2(xo) 
ar2(Xo) = |/3Qr(Xo)COth(|^Qr(Xo)) - 1 
/3n?(xo) 
(A.5.4) 
for real Q(xo) and 
Qi (xo) = 1 _ 3gx 2 - 3gai2 (xo) 
ai2(xo) = - [ |^Qi(xo)cot(|/3ni(xo)) 1 
|3Qi (xo) 
(A.5.5) 
for imaginary Q(xo) . Note that Q?(xo) and a?(xo) can be obtained 
from Q?(xo) and a?(xo) by replacing Qr(xo) by ifii (xo) • 
The accuracy of Z(0) therefore depends on how small c 
f is. The smaller the the higher the accuracy of the numerical 
160 
results. The procedures for other types of potentials involving 
numerical integration with imaginary n(x are similar. 
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0=1, 3, 4.5 and g=40, 400 for 
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quartic anharmonic oscillator. p81-83 
Figure 4.8 Error of particle distribution vs x 
with /3=1, 3, 4.5 and g=40, 400 for 
quartic anharmonic oscillator. p84-86 
Figure 4.9 P 8 9 
Figure 4 .10 Free energy vs |3 with g=0.4, 40, 400 
for double-well potential. p92-93 
Figure 4.11 Fractional error of free energy vs /3 with 
g=0.4, 40, 400 for double-well potential. p94-95 
Figure 4-12 Internal energy vs /3 with g=0.4, 40 
for double-well potential. P 9 6 
Figure 4.13 Error of internal energy with g=0.4, 40 
for double-well potential. P 9 7 
Figure 4.14 Specific heat vs p with g=0.4, 40 
for double-well potential. P 9 8 
Figure 4.15 Error of specific heat vs p with 
g=0.4, 40 for double-well potential. P " 
Figure 4.16 Particle distribution vs x with p=5, 12 
and g=0.4, 40 for double-well potential. pl02-103 
Figure 4.17 Error of particle distribution vs x 
with |3=5f 12 and g=0.4, 40 for double-well 
potential. pl04 105 
Figure 4.18 Free energy vs p for quartic-cubic 
anharmonic potential. p l 
Figure 4.19 Fractional error of free energy vs /3 
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for quartic-cubic anharmonic potential. pllO 
Figure 4.20 Effective potentials and potential vs x 
for /3=0.5, 4.5 and a=2, 3, 4 and c=2. pll3-114 
Figure 4 . 21 Particle distribution with /3=0.4, 4,5 
for quartic-cubic anharmonic potential. pll6 
Figure 4.22 Zeroth order and first order particle 
distribution vs x with a=A, c=2 for 
quartic-cubic anharmonic potential. pll7 
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